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CHAPTER I. 
Origins and Classification. 
Much has been written concerning specifio baronial boroughc, 
but with the exoeption of the \'lork of Miss Mary Bateson, no general 
1 treatment of these boroughs 8.S a class has been undertaken. The 
~iter hopes, therefore, in the following pages, to do some J'lstice 
to this portion of English ' 1n3titutiolkQl history. The origins 
of the baronial boroughs and the d1fferent classes into Which they 
may be arranged will be first taken.llp. Having completed the dis-
oussion of borough origins, borough .colonization .flnd at'filiation 
will be dealt with. Then the, powers of the lord and the king 
over the borough, the privileges enjoyed by the borough inhabitants, 
the constitutional and 'internal organization of the borough, and 
the disappearance of these borou~hs as a olass, will be discussed. 
boroJ1gh 
Boronial history oovers roughly from the middle of the eleventh 
to the end of the fourteenth oentury. By the le.tt:(;l' date practb al-
ly all baronial horo11ghs will have oeased to exist as sl1ch- that i3, 
their lordship will have been changed. The history of these boroughs 
previous to or later than this period will be touched on only in a 
fe,,, instances. 
1 Miss Mary Bateson in an artiole ent1tled, "The Laws of Breteuil", 
English Hist. Review, Vol. XV and XVI, has dealt with the media-
tized English baronial boroughs. She has also written another 
work entitled, -Reoords of the Borough Leioester" whioh is Rn 
exoellent history of one'of the greatest of baronial boroughs. 
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Mediaeval English borDughs may be olassified in several 
different ways. One writer on mediaeval borough history divides 
them into two groups, the first oonsisting of those boroughs 
directlv under the king or royal boroughs, the ather being cCwposea 
borouQ"f: 1 
of-the unaer mesne lords or mediatized boroughs. Another olassi-
fioation adopted by Ballard, takes into consideration the relation 
the 
of the boroughs to counties in which they lie. Accordingly,.he 
devolves a thre~fold olassifioation, namely; oounty boroughs, 
2 quasi-oounty boroughs, and simple boroughs. ror the purpose 
of this :!!o::r:'k, hO'Hever, a third arrangement of the English boroughs 
is better. It ~classes theL:i as royal and mediatized, but divides 
the latter into monastic, episcopal anj bo!'onial. The basis of 
this classification is the borough tenure. Accordingly, if a 
borough holds of a. monastery, it is known as a monastic borough; 
if it is under episcopal control it is termed an episcopal borough; 
if it is under the king~ j ' earl~ or barron: it is known as a 
baronial borough. To be sure, th10 is not an iron-clad cla8si-
fication. Mediaeval boronghs fl. no. espeoially those baronial in 
tenure, often ohanged in lordship. Several of the most important 
membors of this olass became royal soon after the COnquest, beoause 
of unsuccessful baronial revolts and the resulting forfeiture of 
baronial possessions. For instance; Shrewsbury, o'wned by Roger 
1 Maitlf.l.ndl" "Domesday ~ook and Beyond", 217- 219. 
2 Ballard, "The Domesday Boroughs", 4 - 8. 
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de Belesme, was forfeit 'ecl . , to the king in 1027, because of the 
treason of its lordl • :from that time, it remained a roy~l borough. 
Other boroughs, after being forfei tied . in this manner, were re-
granted to other lay-lords and thus, after a short interruption; 
continued their exist ence as barO}'li~il. _ boroughs. Leicester, 
for example, which "'as forfei t ,cc-_ , to Henry III. in 1265, because 
of the failure of the "Baron's Revolt" at Evesham and the death of 
Simon de Monfort, Earl of Leicester, was bestowed upon a entirely 
new line of earls- the Lanc8strians.,. 
In a few instances, the English boroughs had a double 
lord-ship. That is, they were royal and baronial at the same 
time, or baronial and ecclesiastical. To illustrate, the 
borough of Coventry WHS divided into trio parts, one being owned 
by . the rnonai3t cry, and the other b~r the earl. 2 Leicester, for 
several decades after the conquest, was under the control of a 
3 bishop and several lc.~r lords. Such cases as these 1'lere excop-
tions, how'ever, and a l"e not frequently met wi the 
The d1ief characteristic of the boronial borongh was its 
dependence upon an earl or baron. The burgesl::les were the tenants 
of the lord, and were required to render personal services to hirn, 
unless such had be~n remitted in return for money payments, as was 
usually the case. In many instances, the lord had almost unlimited 
1 
2 Duke ~J , "Antiquities ofS11ropshire", I - 20. 
Miss Harris, "Life in an Old English Town", 31 - 32. 
3 Bateson, "Records of Leicester," I, PP. XIII and XIV of Introduc-
tion. 
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power over his borough. He granted it such powers and ~rivileges 
as it possessed, exacted from it tolls ~d flnes, and interfered 
ln its internal. affairs. In splt'e of such extensive power, ' the 
boroughs were often ~lled wlth moderation. In some cases, however, 
the lord abused hls powers and mistreated his burgesses. The 
three earls of Montgomery who owned and ruled Shewsbury from 1071 
'untll 1127 are examples of petty tyrants. l 
Many of the tow'ns whlch became baronlal, were ranlced as 
boroughs before the Conquest, several being of very ~ncient date. 
Nevertheless, ln only a few lnstancos, can the baronial origin be 
traced - to a time previous to the co.r;li.ne of William I. In other 
of 
words, the large majoritybaronlal boroughs became such after 1066. 
The question of orlgins ls a :rather. compliC8.ted one, and ln some 
lnstances can hardly be determlned. 2 Not all of the boroughs 
beoame baronial in tenure in the same way. Thus there are four 
olasses into whlch they may be cOl1Ve~liently grouped as. regards 
origins. The first olass includes those boroughs of baronial 
tenure previous to 1066. A seconn class is composed of the 
, boroughs ~ranted by William I. to his lAy-lords. The thlrd class 
consists of those borouc;hs whicll became baronial through the gifts 
of later kings. The flnal group includes those boroughs w11ich 
were made baronail by the earls and barons of England. !hat is, 
they were oreated by the king's lay-lords. They have been called 
1 Dukes" "Antiqultles of Shropshire", 1- 20. 
2 The term origin, as llsed in this thesis means the manner of the 
boroughs becoming baronial in tenure. 
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manorial boroughs in this thesis. Each of these classes will 
be discussed in the suooeeding paragraphs. 
The boroughs of class one belong to the general olass 
CRlled "Pre-conquest boroughs" by most writers. They were not 
nuroberous but several very important boroughs were members of 
this class. Leicestor, Chester, Preston, and Coventry, for instance, 
seem to have been pre-conquest baronial boroughs. As regards t he 
time and specific manner of these boronghs becoming baronial, we 
are not always able to determine. Coventry was founded by Earl 
Leofrio of Mercia and his countess Godiva, early in the tenth 
century. Half o:f the town was given to a monastery mich they 
founded in the borough. God1va continued to rule this borough 
1 
after Leofric's death in 1057. Le1coster was also under 
Leofr1c of Merc1a,2 the county and borough of Le10ester having 
been added to the Mercian earldom sometime during the last few 
. 3 years of his rule. Algar, who sucoeeded Leofrio died in 1059 
and his son and BUcceOBor was Edwin, the last of the Saxon overlords 
I 
of Le1cester. 4 Preston was under Tostig, Earl'of Northumberland 
I YiS8 Harr1s, "Life in an Old English Town", 31 - 32. 
2 "Thompson, "History of Leioester," 19 - 20. Thompson saYtJ that, 
Leioeste:-:o h'id its earls, even i11 remote times; but the.y make no 
figure in history. It is supposed thRt their or1g1nal t1tle was 
'Alderman,' and that their jurisdiotion extended over the county, 
1nclud1n~ the chief' town. The name 'Alderman' VIPS abandoned for 
the Danish Vlord 'Jarl', and th1s subsecuent1y to the term 'err1'. 
Ment10n 1s made, anter10r to the Nornan Conquest of' Leofric8,. 
Algars, an.d Leof'w1nes, .alderro;e:l or eA.rln ot' Leicester." AlBO soe 
3 Bateson, "Redords of Leicester", I, Pp. 'X - 1111. 
4 It T)ict1onan of Nat10nal B10graphy", XXXIII, 61 and 62. 
OrJlerod, "H1story of the Co 'nty Palti +:.1ne and C1 ty ot' Chester", 1, 
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and son of Earl God'.lfin. l It seems to ha'Je been an ecclesiasti-
oal borough previous to its acquisition by Earl 
was in the hpnds of' the ecclesiastics of YO:rK. _. 2 
Tosig, as it 
Chester was 
under the ~lle of Earl of Mercia in the reign of' Edward. the con-
f'essor. It had been restored in 908 after a Danish invasion, by 
Earl of Ethelred of Mercia and his countess Aethelf'laeda. 
Ethelred died in 912 and his wife continued to rule all Mercia, of 
which Chester was a part, until her death. 3 Leofrio succeeded 
to the Earldom of Mercia sometime between 1024 and 1032. Chester 
was the heart of his earldom and he seeIllS to have made this borough 
his baronial residence. He was t:herefore sometir.les described 
4 
as Earl of Chester. Algar and Edwin sucoeeded as lords of' 
Chester. The latter w~, s slain in 1070 ,,,hile fleeing from Willian~ 
5 - 9. o~erod states that Leofric was "styled dnrl of' Leycester 
by inglphus II (pag. 891".) How bei t in truth he ~'t s now earl of all 
Mer~1a". None of' the other authorities oall Leofric or his de-
sendants earls of Leicester. He is generally known as ea.!'l of 
Mercia. 
1 Under Ed·~tard the Confessor, England was divided into five great 
earldoms • . , Three of them belon.;ed to Godwin ar.n hi s sons, Harold 
and Tostig. Leofric ruled one of the rel!'~ining earldoms. See 
2 tt>iotlonary of National Biography", XXXIII, 61 alln 62. 
Thoml)son, "English ~lunicip8.1 History", 92. 
3 Ofnerod, "History of the Count;{ Palatino and C1 ty of Che8ter", I, 
5- - 9. Alao see Mai tland,l':Domesday Book and Beyond," 186. 
4 "Diotionary of National Biogrpphy, XXXIII, 61 and 62. Olmerod, 
(I, 5 - 9) states that in 1018 Leo~rio w~s tho first on~styled 
Earl of Chester in expre3fwd words. He gets thiu idea from Henry 
Huntington (Lib. 6, Page. ~66). Huntington was not a contem-
porary writer and I ~m inclined to doubt this statement. None 
of the other authorities consul ted agree vri th Omerod. Leofric 
is usually styled ~arl or ealdorman of Mercer alone. 
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1 the Conqeror into Scotland. 
Enough hnH b,"en said of the history of' these borolJ.gh pre-
vious to 1066 and it remains to discuss the chanp;e which took 
place in thd lorship of these towns immedie.tely afte~" the Con0uest. 
Without exoeption, they rem2ined baronial in tenure. With the 
exoeption of Coventry they were all given to Norman lords, who 
had follov~d William to England and hed aided him in the conquest 
of the kingdom. Leicester, for instanoe, aft.er the defe~t of 
it Saxon earl, wps divided among several lords, the most important 
of these being Hugh de Grentmesnil. 2 . The other lords who had 
tenants and .sake and soke" in Leicester were as follows: The 
k.ing h8.d thirty-nine houses; two abbeys : had thirteen houses; 
countess Judith had twenty-eight houses and the bishop of Lincoln 
had several. This sta t e of affairs did not exist long. Robert 
de Beaumont, C01mt of MeulRn , the second suooessor of Hugh de 
Grentmesnil, sUcceeded by various means in getting all of Leicester, 
3 
exoept one suburb, into his hands. The Bishop of Lincoln 
maintained his hold on the eastern suburb, but this was never 
considt;}red a part of the borough and for our purpose is of little 
importance. The ohange at Chester was noi quite so co~plicated 
as that at Leicester. After the defeat of the English fo::::-n cs at 
Hastings, William I gave Chester to his supporter and Kinsman . Hugh 
1 . 
ormerod, "History of the county Palat1ne and City of Chester", I, 
S - 9. 
2 !allard, "The Domesday Boroughs", 36. 
3 Bateson, "Records of the Boro ' '.~h .Leicester", I, IJp. XIII and XIV 
of Introriuction. 
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1 Lupus. Preston was given to Roger of Poictou immedately 
? 
after the conquest.~ Coventry, at the time of Domesday was 
still ruled and owned by Godiva, evidently the Countess Godiva, 
3 
who h ,9.d been instrumental in its founding. It W2tS late!' ar'ided 
to the possessions of the Earls of Chester. 
Al tho'..lgh there were very few baronial boroughs previous to 
1066 we find them sprin~ing up on all sides immedately after the 
~omine of ',7illiam~ the Conqueror, Evidently, then, the Norman 
Conquest was the chief faotor in the establishment of baronial 
boroughs. Possibly this olass of boroughs would never have been 
important enough to receive separate consideration, if the Normans 
had been unsuooessful in the conquest of England. Practicall~r all 
of the boroughs of this olass beoame the property of the Norman 
lords who followed William I to England and settled on the poasess-
ionswhich he granted them. In a few cases, William granted away 
single boroughs to his lords. More often, however, he granted 
great traots of land containing several boroughs to his tenants-in-
4 
chief. Domesday Book reoords sever al instanoes in which he 
granted an earl the "sake and soke,, ·'<and all powers of control over 
the borough, but retained the lar~er portion of the revenue arising 
from the borough. In such oases, he gave the earl what is known 
1 stenton, -The Norman Conquest," 429 and 430. 
2 Thom9son, "English Municip~l History", 92. 
3 YiSB Harris, "Life in an Old English Town," 31 
4 The earldom of Chester, for instance, contains 
Chester, Coventry, Preston end Macclesfield. 
boroughs except Preston oame into the hands of 
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and 32. 
several bol',>ughs-
All of these 
the earl of Chester. 
1 
as the "Third Penny". That is, he gave the earl one third of 
the revenue derived from the borough and took the remaining two-
thirds for himself. 
Enough h ~ s now been said of the special origin of the 
second class of baronial boroughs. ,. An examination of the specific 
grEnts made by William will throw additional light upon the origins 
of these borO"t.1.ghs. Several of the larger baronial boroughs were 
members of this class. Shrewsbury and Heroford were the most im-
portant of these, both being county boroughs. One of the first 
grants made by William was to R~ger de Montgomery, his kinsman. 
On this loyal supporter he bestowed the boroughs of Arundel and 
Chichester. 2 Soon afte~he created Roger Earl of Shrewsbury 
and gave him the countY ·8nj borough of ShreWSbury.3 Roger built 
or repaired a castle in Shrewsbury and made it his baronial reai-
dence. 3 In 1067 William granted to William Fitzosbern both the 
county and borough of Hereford. This earl, having fortified a 
oastle at Hereford, likewise made it the seat of his baronial resi-
denae. 4 We will learn more of this Fitzosbern in tho next chapter. 
Another very important member of this class is Lewes, a quasi-
county borough. It had formerly belonged to Edward. the Confessor, 
but after the battle of Hastings William gaV"e it to his son-in-law, 
William de Warrene, who was made earl of Surrey. The latter oc-
1 2 Ballard, "The Domesday Boroughs," 41 - 43 and 89. 
Ibid. 7. For Chichester see },{erewether and Stephens on "Borou~hst' 
I, 92 and 93. 
3 Ibid. 7. Also see Allen, "History of' SurreY and Sussex", I, 145. 
4 Duncu:;1Q "History of Hereford", I, 215. 
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cupied the castle, which was already in eXistence. 1 Great 
!erkhampstead was given by William to another of this chief 
supporters- Robert, Earl of Moreton, who erected a strong castle in 
2 th1s borough. The last of W1lliam's grants which we will 
mention at this time was the grant of the boro i1gh of 'l'otnes 
to one of his nobles, Judhel de Totnes. This lord also erected 
:3 
a castle in his borough and resided in it. The other boroughs 
of this class were granted in the same way, and in almost ev ,.: ry 
oase, a castle was ereoted in or near the borough, if none was in 
eX1stence. Th1s 1s sign1fioant. It shows that the Conqueror 
had a more important reason for granting away these lands B~ bor-
oughs than as a reward for service rendered. William had gained 
suf ficient exper:1ence in his deal1ngs with the independent barons 
of Normandy, to know that it was unwise to peru.1t his nobles to 
maintain independent oastles. Thus he had a good reason for per-
mitting such extensive oastle building. Such castles wer e 
necessary to a1d in keeping the discontented English population in 
sUbjeot10n and in warding off Scotch and Welsh ' invasions, which 
we~e very numerous. , Thus he allowed h1s nobles to build castles 
1n oder to protect the1r demesnes from inva's1on. By so doing, 
4 he relieved himself of this great task. In conclusion, therefore, 
1 !allard, "The Domesday Boroughs", 7. 
2 Ibid. 96. And Lewis~opographionl Dictionary of England," XII, 67. 
:3 Maddox, ""irma !Urgi"; 16. And Ballard, "The Domesday Boroughs", 
8. 
4 stenton in his "Norman Conquest", 324 says "King William never 
oref ted an earldom save for purposes of border defense." 
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it seems th8.t the baronial origins of these boroughs was pa~tially 
accidental, i eing due in the first plHce to the Norman conquest, 
and in the second ple.ce, to the necessity of proteotion f:oOIr. revolts 
and invasions. 
The suooensors of William I followed. in a p;eneral wPy the 
example tlF. t he had set and mediatized boroughs were continually 
being established. The boroughs of this class, however, were 
not as iml)ortant as those of the former classes, most of them being 
mere villages in all but name. William RufUs gave aw~.~' a few 
boronghs,theRe being, as a rule, those boroughs which had been 
1 forfeited to ' him or his fath f; r beoa1we of rebellion. Many 
of the grants of later kings were likewise grants of former baronial 
boroughs. Henry I gave all the villages and towns of Amounderness, 
to his nephew who later became King stePhen. 2 In this reign 
:3 the boroll~h of Maldon Wr' S alBo con:t"'erred upon Robert 1i tzRiohard. 
The reign of Stephen was a ' transition period for baronial boroughs 
becaus e of the Civil War. King Stephen gave away several boroughs 
in order to gain the support of important nobles. l.(atilda did the 
same thing when she we.s in power. ror instan ce, King st ephen 
granted Hereford, ~1Thich had be'; n royal for some time, to Robert le 
1 :ror instpnce, Preston wps forfeited to William I because of 
the unsucoessful revolt of Roger 'de Poictou, but William RufUs 
restored Preston to this lord. Thompson, "English Municipal 
2 Hi story", 92. II,. 
Thompson, ·English Municipal History, 92. Amounderness was a 
hundred in the county of Lanoashire. Preston we.s the most im-
portant borough in it. 
:3 ),{addox, ""irma Burgi," 16. 
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BOSBU, Earl of ,Leicester. Shortly after this William Talbot 
won and defended Hereford in fRvor of EmpreGs Mi talda. Durt ng 
the short period of her sucoess, she confer~ed He~eford upon one 
of her favorites- Wilo, by name. l DurinG this period ~ny barons 
beoe.me prf'..otioally independent in their borou:;hs. At the end 
of the war, however, most of these boroughs went baok to the same 
st8.tus that they he,d h8.d previous to the opening: of the 8onfliot, 
sinoe Henry II - reorganized the kingdon and put an end to all _ 
"a.dulterine" oastles and independent boroughs. The reL3n of' Xing 
Rich8.rd has more significe.nce forborou~~h hh;tory in conneo ' ion with 
ri ?;hts and :9rivileges 8nd with origins. King John, however, 
was responsihle for the origin of several baronial boroue;hs. In 
t 
the sixth yeHr of his reign he gave the borough of Lose to William 
2 de Lose. Ellesmere was given by John as a dowry to his illegit-
imate daughter, Joan, wj 1en she married Llewelyn, the Prince of North 
:3 Wales, 1205. The most important borough wh ioh he ~ :re, nted away 
WPs Chesterfield. 4 He gave this town to William de Briwe~e. 
Sucoeed:tn~ kings oooasionally granted awes boronp;hs, but we find 
no suoh grants be1ng made af1~ er the end of the thirt.:!enth c entury. 5 
The boranghs of the fourth and final olass have been called 
1 2 Duncumb, "History of Herefore," I, 215 - 216. 
3 Mat:ldox, "'irma !!urgi," 16 and 17. 
BBtcson, "Laws of Breteuil, En,:;lish Historical Review," XV, 
3:0~ 318. 
4 Len11s, "Topogra,phic'=\l Diotionary of England", I, See Chesterfield. 
5 B"OI'oughs may have b een mediatized later thRn this date. I have 
been unable to f1nd when this mediatization of bormu:,;hs ceased. 
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manorial borou~hs, in or14er to IDHke tl1eir origin olearer. They 
were oreated out of manors at various times by the King's lny-lords. 
After the Roman conquest a manor oould not bocon:e a borou:S;h by 
growth. A legal aot was neoessary to make ita boro:Jgh. This 
act consisted of granting a oharter of frenchises to the m~nor. 
1 Burgage tenure was substituted f'or the old sooir:=p;e tenure. Pollock 
and Maitland define the "burgus" as a "mass of franchises, or a place 
endowed with R mass of franchises or a group or body of men, a oom-
2 
munity or oorpor8tion enjoying a mass of franchises". This 
legal act, therefore, by changing the status of the inhp,bi tants; 
changed the manor into a ~iber burgus". 
We have stated how these boroughs originated and it remains 
to show why the manors were raised to the status of borouehs. 
Practically all of these boroughs were oreated foil' econOJiic or 
military purposes. In the f'irst place the lord was desirous of 
increasing hi, s ' ·evenue. By oreating boroughs out of his manors 
he did this, since, the service by whioh a burgess held his tenencnt 
3 
was a money payment. This money payment WHS substituted for the 
bld servile customs. Therefore, the borough beoame an attrf.1 ctive 
place in which to settle and the lord t a revenues yrere the""'eby aug-
1 ~1ai tlancL says that "by a charter of enfranchif>e,-ont a lord might 
introdu~e burgage tenure and pbolish servile Qustoms. Maitland, 
2 "Domesday' Book. and Beyond", footnote on pap;e 217. Also see 198. 
!allard," ln1rou~hs in the Heign of King John," En,~lish Historical 
ReView, XIV, 93 - 104. 
3 Maitland," Domesday Book. flnd Beyond", 217. 
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• 
laented by the re8ul ting increase of population. A larger nUIn-
ber of the boronghs of this class, however, were created for mili-
tary pur:poses. This came about 1n the following marmer. castles 
were always bu1l t wi thin these manors, but the IJOpulFlt 10n of the 
n!anor WHS not large enough to f'urn1sh the castle w1 th provisions 
and other neces ~it1es. Therefore, the r:lanor was rai seo t ::, the 
stptus of a borough, burgage tenure VIRS intr00ucecl, md many privi-
1 leges were gr8nted the borough, in order to p;et a lar~er 1Jopulation. 
No more will be sa1d on this topic at th1s poir~t f ,; S 1 t w111 be 
discu::;scd in detail in the next chap t er on Borough Colinizat10n (t/ I") G\ 
Aff1liation. 
1 Bateson, t{,aws of Breteui1, English HiGtor1cal Rev1e,,,, XVI, 92 --
110 and 332 - 345 and XVII, 284 -- 286. 
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OHAPTER TWO. 
Baronial Colonization and Affiliation. 
The seoond ohapter of this thesis will deal with the his-
torioru: phenomina of borough oolonization and affiliation whioh 
took plaoe in the baronial boroughs. Borough oolonization has 
been partially explained in the latter portion of the first ohap-
ter. It was only presented. there in bare outline, howev er, in 
order to help explain the origin of one olass of baron1al boroughs. 
It will be desoribed in detail in this ohapter. Borough ooloni-
zation too~ plaoe in each of the three great classes of boroughs 
but was oarried ' an most .extensively in the baronial boroughs and 
for that reason is to be given separate oons1deration. Another 
reason for taking up borough oolonization at this point is that it 
makes borough affiliat10n olearer. It helps to explain borough 
affiliation. In faot the two go together and to understand one 
perfeotl~r, it is neoessary to know the ct her. Before prooeeding 
further, however, boro~ lgh affiliation must be explained. By 
this is me~~t the oopying or the im1tation by one borough of 
anotherborollgh's privileges. In some oases, this affiliation 
was the direot result of the aotion taken by the borough inhabit-
ants. For instanoe, they petitioned their lord. to g1 ve them the 
privileges of some more favored borough and their petition was 
granted. In praotioally all suoh oases, a money payment to the 
lord was neoessary. Quite often, however, the affiliation was the 
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result of the action of the la d who colonized the borough. In 
such oases, the lord simply conferred upon his new borough by 
charter the privileges of some other more favored borough with which 
he was familiar. These charters sometimes contained an enumera-
tion of the privileges copied from the other borough. In many 
cases, however, the ch8.rter simply stated t hat the liberties of 
another borough were to apply to the borou,'!,h receiving the charter. 
Such bo~ough affiliation was not carried on exclusively in baronial 
boroughs, by any means. For example, the king sometimes granted 
one of his boroughs the privileges of London or some other royal 
1 
town. It seems to have been most common, howev er, 1n the baron-
v ial borough$,this probably being ~ue to the extensive colonization 
oarried on by the barons of the king. 
In the proceGS of borough colonization e.nd a I'filiation, 
certain towns became centers of colonization and models for borough 
privileges. The centers of colonization were siz::ply the he3d-
quarters, so to speak, of the ep.rls doing the colonizing. The 
model towns 8.re called by Gross "mother towns." He points out 
the :f8,ot that they were unlike the German EI1 d French "mother towns" 
2 inasmuch as they were suoh by adoption rather th~n by birth. 
Curiously enough, a Norman baronial town WHS the chief "mothe:r town" 
:3 
of English baronial boroughs. The centers of colonization and 
1 2 Gross, "The Gild Merchant", I. 254. 
Ibid, I. 242. 
:3 This Wp.s Breteuil in Normandy. Its influence will be shown in 
the !filter part of this chapter. 
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model towns were not always mediatized boroughs. For instance, 
London, which was a royal borough, was the mother town of several 
baronial boroughs. This was also true of ~ristol. 
According to Gross, the "mother towns" of England were as 
follows:- London, OXford, York, Winchester, Hastings, Rhuddlan, 
1 Bristol ', Newcastle, and Hereford. We are not interested in all 
of these model towns, howev er, as some of them had no connection 
with baronial boroughs. For our purposes the following list, 
which includes all the ]:lother towns of baronial boroughs, is better, 
namely- London, OXford, Winchester, Bristol, Rhuddlan, and Here-
ford. Oxford and Winchester may as well be drop~)ed as Oxford was 
the mother tovm for Burford alone, and Winchester for only Peters-
field and Wallingford. This leaves for more deta.iled, considera-
tion the borotl.ehs of London, Br1stol, Rhuo.dlan, and Hereford. 
The first three of these are of 1nterest to us only 1n oonneot1on 
with borough affiliat10n. That 1s, they were the model or mather 
towns for borough privileges. In truth, London was t he great 
2 
mother town of Engla.nd. We find several 1nstances of Bristol 
acquiring the privileges of London. Hereford was not only a 
mother town but W8S a center of burghal colon1zat10n. Two other 
baron1al boront;hs, Chester and Shrewsbury, were prominent centers 
of such colonizat10n. 
The statement Wf. S made 1n the preoeeding paragraph that a 
1 Gross, "The G1ld ' Merchant," I. 244 - 57. Dub11n and K1lkenny 
were the mother towns of Ireland but we have not 1ncluded them in 
th1s thes1s. 
2 Gross, "The Gild Merchant", I. 254. 
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Horman tm'1n W 2- S one of the chief mother towns of the En~lish 
baronial boroughs. This tovm was Br~teuil. The importance of 
this town in connection with borough privileges was not known un-
til a few years ago. It is curious that the incor:-ect translation 
of a latin proper name has lead so many writers on mediaeval 
borough history into error without detection~ Until recentl y , 
the words, "Bri toliui'll", "Bri tolii", or ":Bri tol" when fouhd in 
conjunction with the enumeration of the privileges of Englia~; 
Welsh, and Irish boroughs, has invariably been translated as Bristol. 
Accordingly, Dr. Gross, following in the footsteps of his preda-
. 1 
.cessors, hES made Bristol the mother town of thirty-one boroughs. 
Miss Mary Bateson discovered that ~Br1to11um" should not be tran~-
2 
lated Bristol, but Breteuil. The expression "Leges Brd.tol1i" 
appears often in baronial borough charters. The let tar tis" does . 
not appear in any of the three na.mes mentioned above. Seyer, 
in his "Memoirs of Bris~ol. gives forty two ways of writing the 
word Bristol, in none of which is the letter "s" om1tted. 3 It 
~s eVident, therefore, that the latin word "Britolii" does not mean 
Bristo~. Accordingly Bristol has been deprived of all but eleven 
of her daughter towns. 4 Breteuil's influence on the English 
baronial boroughs will be shown in the succeeding paragraphs. 
1 Gross, "!he Gild Merchant", I. 256. 
: Bateson, "Laws of Breteuil", Eng. Hist. Rev., XV. 73 - 78. 
Seyer, "Memoirs ' of Bristol,· I, 280. 
4 See 1. Also see page of Appendix II., at the end of this 
thesis. 
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Thus it is seen that London, Breteuil, Bristol, Hereford 
and Rhuddlan were the mother towns of the baronial boroughs of 
En~land. Of these, the first two were by far the most important. 
They were used more frequently as mOd_els, and were really the mother 
Brist.Ol 
towns of the other three. That is, as his been stated above, took 
many of her privileges from J~ondon and Breteuil gave both Her~ . 
ford and Rhuddlan the "Leges Britolii". As regards borough colo-
nization, the central towns were not quite the same as the mother 
towns. Hereford, Shrewsbury and Chester were the leeding centers 
of baronial borow~h colonization. There were others but they 
were of no considerable importance. 
Borough colonization will be described first, since a clear 
understand1~e of it will throw some light upon borough affiliation. 
The first question that arises in connection with burghal CD 10n1za-
tion is- why did Chester, Shrewsbury, and Hereford become centers 
of colonizationl This was due mainly to the fact that they were 
the baronial residences of the great border colonizers. William 
F1tzosbern was the first and greatest of these. He owned all 
of the county of Hereford, which was the sonthermost county border-
1 ing on the Welsh -Marohes. Roger de Montgomery, Earl of Shews-
bury, held all of what is now known as Shropshire. This was 
., 
I.-located north of Hereford and east of the center of Wales. On 
the northeastern border of Wales was the palatine connty of Cheshire, 
under the lordship of Hugh Lupus at thB.ttime. 3 Thus each of 
1 Stenton, "William, The Conqueror", 425. ~ Lewis, "Topog~aphical Dict10naryof' England", IV, see Shro11.'sbury. 
Ormerod, "Hist. of the Co. Palatine and City of Chester", 1, 9. 
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these three earls had a de;f'1nite province to protect f'roL Welsh 
invasion~. The only If-rge and important boroughs thE-,t existed 
in these th!'ee counties just after the Conquest were the three 
county borou~hs named above. It would have been impossible to 
prevent Welsh invasion with so few strongholds, so '.'re find ·the 
lords of these boroughs establishing numerous boroughs thruout 
I 
their three counties and often over in Wales. Succeeding eAr Is 
carried on this process of borough colonization with the above 
three boroughs as headquarters. Thus it was that Chester, Shrews-
biry, ,=md Hereford became sources or cent ·;rs of burghal coloniza-
tion. 
Not all of the burghal colonization was carried on by 
the great earls, howev er, al thongh they colonized. the lar c~er nwn-
bel' of boroughs. Some important baronial boroughs were founded 
by the lesser barons. For instance, Ludlow was colonized by Roger 
1 
de taoy, who was ritzosbern's vassal. Borough colonization al-
ways took place near or around the castles of the lords. The 
castles were usually built in or nepr some manor, so the coloniza-
tion became a problem of increasing the population of the mEnor. 
After having built the castle, the next step in the proces s was 
the granting of a charter to the borough inhabitants. This w'as 
required for two ree.sons. In the first place, because a borough 
2 
could not be created without the granting of a charter. It was 
1 Bateson, "Laws of ~reteuil", Eng. Hist. Rev., XV. 302 - 318. 
2 Ballard, 'Boroll :CY,hs in the Reign of King John-, Eng. Hist. Rev., 
XIV, 93 - 104. 
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this legal act of granting a charter which changed the manor into 
a boroUgh. l In the second place a charter containing numerous 
privileges was necessary in order to get a suf!'ic1ent number of 
burgesses to supply the castle with necessities. To grant exten-
sive privileges 1'ras the quickest and surest way of colonizing a 
borough. Thus we find William Fitzosbern choosin~ the most liberal 
privileges found in the "Leges Britolii" and introducing them into 
2 the charters ..,,',rhich he granted to hi s newly founded boroughs. 
The confirmation of the king W8.S usually necess'3.!'Y fl.S the f1nal 
step in the creation of a borough. 3 This sanction was not nec-
essary, however, in the three palatine earldoms along the Welsh 
Marches, where much of the burghel colonization took place. The 
e~,rls of these counties he.d regal rights. 4 ror this reason we 
do not find may inst ances of royal confirmation of the ba!'onial 
charters in these newly created boroughs. The process of borough 
colonizfition is thus seen to be a very simple one indeed. 
Dr. Gross has po1nted out the fRct that the English custom 
of' borough affiliation was s1mil p..r to the custom l'!h1ch had been 
followed in France B.nd Germany~ 5 The affiliation of En~liah 
borou~hs was not a new or unusual custom, therefore, The pro-
cess of affiliation was a natural deVelopment. At the beginning 
1 :!a11ard, "Boroughs 1n the Reign of K1ng John," Eng. Hist. Rev., 
2 XIV, 93 - 104. 
See (1), XV, 302 - 318. 
:5 J(aitl~nd, "Domesd~w Book pnd Beyohd", 217 - 219. 
4 See (1) XVI., 332 - 345. See topic on "Nature of the Colonizing 
Process". 
5 Gross, "The Gild Merchant ;", I. 242. 
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of the Norman period of English History, there were no large boro-
ughs in England, London w~. s by far the largest. It wps not 
only the largest borough in En::;land but was also the se at of the 
kine1s court. What, therefore, could be morenp.tural than that 
London should be more favored as ~egards the king's grants of pri-
vileges than other boroU,(Yls , Thus we find London charters earlier 
and more numerous than those of any other boroughs. London was 
createc 
early a "11ber burgus", and was given its own officials. The 
other boroughs, howeve~, did not have the rtdvantages of size and 
nearness to the king's court and thus had no such extensive privi-
leges bestowed upon them. It Jwas only nFltur~.l, therefore, for 
the lesR favored borou~hs to petition for and purchase the SPJIle 
privileges which London enjoyed. We find that not only baronial 
but also many royal and monastio borf: ughs asked for and obtained 
l.>rivileges like those of London. TWenty-eight borollghs took their 
privileges directly from London. Twenty-one socii tionRl to'JTnS 
received their privileges indirectly from London. 1 That is, they 
modeled their l~ws and customs after soree one of the twenty-eight 
boroughs which had obtained a grant of privileges sirr.ile.r to those 
of London. Of the twenty-eight towns, five were baronial boroughs. 
Ten of the twenty-one indirect daughter towns were also baronial 
in tenure. In other words, of the forty-nine borouehs copying 
the privileges of London, fifteen or about one-third were baronial 
1 Gross, "The Gild Merchant", I. 242. 
in tenure. Therefore, it would seem th't we were justified in 
discussing London at such length in connection with baronial 
borough imitation. 
!ristol is classed by Dr. Gross as one of London's daughter 
towns. 1 Not all of Bristol's privileges were oopied from London, 
however, This borough WFIS on the opposite side of England and at-
tempted to balanoe Londom throughout the mediaeval period. When-
ever the k.ind granted London liberal franchises and ~"'Y'ivileges, 
Bristol immediately beoe.me jealous Rnd demanded these ssme pri-
vileges. Nevertheless, Bristol had daughter towns of her own. 
Of the thirty-one towns '-asoribed by Dr. Gross to Bristol, twenty-
2 fi ve were baronial in tenure. Most of these have been taken 
away from Bristol and 3i"en to Breteuil. Of the eleven !'emain-
3 
ing- daughter towns all were baronial. Three of these, Redcliff, 
Lanoaster, and Chester were in England. Obscrving the ohart of 
mother and daue;hter tovms which is appended to this thesis, it 
will be noticed. that Lancaster and Chester are also the daught;,p:-
J 
towns of London. The rel1son for this was that these baronial 
boroughs not only obtained charters conferring upon them the pri-
vileges of London, but at another tine recoived charters giving 
them the privileges of Bristol. The remainin,t"!' daughter towns 
of !ristol were in IrelFtnd. Bristol probably pecame the l!lother 
1 
Gross, "The Gild Merchahts", I, 254. 
2 ibid. I, 256. 
3 Bateson, "The l!.aws of !reteuil," Eng. Hist. Rev., XV, 73 -78. 
,-
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town of these eleven boroughs beoause she Vias t he mos t favored 
borou~h in western England. Her influenoe on Ireland W8.S due to 
tra.oe relations. 
Breteuil was by far the most important mother tow'n of the 
En~lish baronial boroughs. The "Leges :eritolii" oan be reoog-
nized in conneotion with about thirty English baronial boroughs. 
The statement was made in Ohapter I that the greFt inorea~e in 
the number of' baronial J:oroughs after 1066 was due to the settling 
of the Normam; in England. This also explR j ns why Breteuil be-
the 
oame illodel for English baronial boroughs. It was one of these 
Norman lords who began the introduotion of the "Leges Br1 t .ollL into 
English boroughs. This lord was W1ll1am r1tzosbcrn. 1 :ereteuil 
had been founded 1n 1060 by the Duke of Nor.mandy~ later King of 
England. 
2 kinsman. 
William then gave the borough to rr1tzOsb~n, his 
In 1066 this great baron followed W1lliam to England, 
and as a reward for h1s servioes, reoeived the .earldom of Here-
ford and other lands. 3 Heref ord being the oapital of' the county, 
''' <; 8 made . the seat of 11 tzOs'i: ern IS baron1al residence, and became 
the first daughter town of' :ereteu11. It was only natural that 
Willifu"Il should introduoe the f81n1l1ar laws of Breteuil at Hcre-
ford. !'rom here they spread to other boroughs and especially to 
those boro~l~hs whioh he ooloni zed. In this manner, Breteuil b~ 
1 !!ateaon, "Reoords of the Borough of Leicester", I, ~~.XIV, 
2 Batoson, "Laws of Breteuil", Part I. Eng. H1at. Rev., XV, 73 _ 
3 78. 
DunolUnb, "Hintory of Hereford", I, ~28. 
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came the great mother town of English baronial borou;'Yls •• 
Two more mother towns, Hereford and Rhudd.le.n, remain to be 
• discussed. '~hey were mO::r:'e then mother towns, however • They 
were centers of burghal colonization. It is at this point that 
the influence of borough colonization on borough affiliation is 
best seen, for the latter Vl ns the direct result of the former. 
in these two towns. Hereford, as we have said, received the laws 
of Bretenil from '.~rilliam'i tzosbern by charter. Rhu6dlan obtain-
ed the laws from Hereford and Breteuil. The g::r:'ant read as fol-
10ViS: "VIe grant the 12. ws and customs which are in Hereford and 
1 
in Breteuil". As boroughs were colonized around Here:ford Fnd 
laws 
Rhuddlan, the Hereford Hnd Rhudlan!were given them. 
I ' 
This was 
.. especially true of the boroughs which were founded rather late. 
Those founded soon after the Conquest were generally given the 
customs of Breteuil. Later colonizers, however, having lost sight 
of Breteuil, granted the privileges of the favor~d towns of Here-
ford and Rhuddlan instead. Thus these two daughter town8 of 
Breteuil became in t heir turn models for borou.crh privileges. 
The privileges which these neVi boroughs copied from Hereford Hnd 
Rhuddlan were in reality the laws of Breteuil. The daughter 
towns of these two boroughs were, therefore, the indirect dau~hter 
towns of Breteuil. Miss Bateson classes these indirect daughtor 
1 :Bateson, "The Laws of Breten!l", Eng. Hist. Rev., XV, 302 - 318. 
Also see Maitland, "Domesday Book Rnd Beyond", 214. ~ootnote (4). 
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1 
t01ms under the heading of "derived cases". For instance, 
Herefore had nine dauehter towns. These towns derived t heir cus-
toms immediately from their mother towns, but indirectly f-~ om 
Breteuil. 
In the preo;Jed~ng paragraphs we have disoussed the centers 
of colonization, the mother towns, and the process of t"ounding 
new' baronial borouehs; it remains to discuss the privileges which 
were copied from Ereteuil 8.nd introduoed into these new' borou~s 
in Drder to inorease population. There were four chief privi-
leges which were bestowed upon the new boroughs by charters from 
their mesne lords. These oan be traced throu~h many borough 
chftrters. This is eSi)ecially true of the first and most import an t 
privilege, that of low e~1ercement. This privilege oan even be 
traced through the charters of IIlA.ny seignorial boroughs where no 
2 direct or derivative conneotion with Breteuil can be found. 
The BRme is true of the seoond privilege, that of' "the allotment 
of' a definite building area at a low, at least a moderate Tent". 
The third and fourth privileges appear less often. These are 
the limited "equitato" or militftry servioe and the limited period 
of the lord's credit. 
The low .or moderate amercement was very attrr,ctivt'} to 
settlers. This meant that if the burgess v::1..o1ated the peHce of 
1 Bat 0son, "Laws of Breteuil", Eng. Hint. Rev., XV, 496 - 523. 
2 S"e topic on "derived cases". 
These pri vile~es will be traoed throur:1l many cha:rt (~rs in the 
succeeding paragraphs of this chapter·and the influence of 
Breteuil will thus be mHde more olear. 
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the borough he was guaranteed against extortionate penalties. 
Nearly all the charters having this privilege fixed the mnxilm.un 
1 fine At twelve pence. Apparently this would encourage criminals 
to settle in the borough, instead of orderly men, but such 'fPS not 
the case. The privilege was simply meant to protect or guarantee 
the burgess from a heavy fine for a minor offense. We find from 
the early statement 8 of this privilege, in the charters of Here-
ford and Rhuddlan, that there was one exceytion to the general 
rule of low amercon:ent. This was in case the king's pleas had 
been vitolated. In the laws of Hereford, the violation of the 
, 
king's pleas meant the~reach of the k1ng's peace, hamfare or 
2 h~.n !socn, and forsteal or ambush." The Hhudd18.n custom con-
Sidered hon.i0ide, the,f't - and "precogi tated hamfare" as Violations 
of the king's Pleas. 3 This same exception is found in the cus-
tOffiS of Chester 2nd Shrewsbury.4 In any such case the fine was 
not the maxilI!UDl of twelve pence, but the royal fine of one hundred 
sh1llings. At le f' .st i:tlis vIas true at Her'eiord. 5 Thus the 
1 This maxinnun of t welve pence appears in R nUffiber of' cherters. 
Some h8d a Ir,aximum of six pence also. See ~a teson, "Laws of 
Breteuil", En! . Hiat. Rev., XVI, 92 - 110. 
2 ~~teson, "Le.ws of Breteuil", Eng. Hist. Rev., XVI, 92 - 94. 
~allard calls these pegce-breach, heinfare, and foreteal. 
See Ballard, "The Domesday ~oroughe", 50 and 84. 
3 !ateson, "Laws of !reteu1l", Eng. Hiat. Rev., XVI, 92 - 94. 
"HanfA-re", Ir1~e.ns 8 forceable entry into another's house. For~ ; 
4 steal means assault. ~allard, "The Domesday !oroughs", 83. 
~allard, "";"' h~~ TJomesday Bouroughs", 82, 84, and 85. 
5!atesor., "L:;~'n:J of' Breteu1l," Eng. Hiat. Rev., XVI, 92 - 94. 
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borough would never become the h~rbor of crimi nels. The t'.'lel ve 
lJence amercelID nt was paid to the lord for the disturbance of the 
peace and purchased for the offender "reconcil1at1on and restDra-
t10n to peace." This twelve pence fine should. not be confused 
wi th the penalty one hE,d to pay an injured. man for damage done, 
1 
a penalty 'Vhi ch W P. S fixed by customary law. 
The second privile ~e, that of low rent for a fixed burgage, 
is also of considerable significance. . We learn from it that 
the lord, in almost ever;' instan ce, was tr~T:!.ng to found a oormr:er-
cial rather than an agricultural borough. The proof of this 
is the f ect that in every instance the ~.llotment was enti :':oly too 
small for agricultural purposes. For example, the following 
grants were made in borou~h chart ers; In Agardsley the burgeRs 
received an Acre to build on and two acres in the field; at 
Leeds, ~!Jith every toft," he received a h&lf acro to cultivate; 
at Ruyton, a plot of burgage and three acres in the field; !n 
Preston, the settler received t welve feet ~ of frontage; at 
Knutsford, he was granted "two and one half selions in e c. 0:1 
bureage."2 TrIe Salford charter grl?nted one acre to the bnrgage. 
The Frodshar.1 settler received one acre with a burg8ge. 3 Other 
grants w'ere similar to those. The largest grf nt made in any 
of these baronial charters was seven acres and a frontage, given 
1 !lateson, "L e,ws of Bretenil", Eng. Hist. Rev., XVI, 92 - 110. 
2 A selion is one-fnurth aor'e of land. Mai tland, "Domesday !look 
and Beyond", 383, 384. 
3 !ateson, "Lplo7S of Breten1l", En,;. Hist. Rev., XVI, 332 - 345. 
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to settlers in Rathmore in Ireland. Two acres seem. . ~ . to have 
. . 
been the average grant. At this same time ordinary villeins 
like 
recei ved something thirt~r acres in the fi elds. Thus, it · is 
evident that the baron was not attempting to set up an agricultur-
al . borough as one or two acres would not prove attl"8ctive to 
settlers inclined to agricultural pursuits. In some cases there 
is no mention of any holding in the fields at all, Instead, 
the burgesses are given 8 garden or orchard along wit~ the burgRge. 
Since the lord W2 S not bidding for an agric~ltural population, 
he m~st have been trying to get a commercial or an artisan class 
of settlers. Such a population, with the original agricultural 
population, ~I!hich w~ s generally present, could better provide for 
the needs of the castle than if' the borough consisted only of' 
a~rlcultural tenants. Miss Bateson su.ms U.p the si tuation in these 
Words: "That there was urgent need for artisans ia indic ~ ted by 
Flemish settlements in Henry Iisreign. Trsde does in .the 
seignorial borough seem to form the pre-eminently urban I ~ lement; 
it is the1j." 00cupation th8.t :rr.akes the burgesses something other 
thp..n villagers; it 1s their occupation Which 1s to be the making 
of the new center of hab1 tation and to pay back more th2.n the 
1 
lord hEls lost by his gift. Probably, it was due to this artisan 
class that we find so many Gild Merchants in the baro!1ial boroughs. 
1 
Bateson, "Laws of Breteuil," Eng. Hist. Rev., XVI, 332 - 34~. 
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The limited military service and the limited period of 
the lord's credit are simply further guarantees against the tyranny 
of the lord of the borough. The :8rete-q,il law states that a burgess 
oannot be req1;ired to follow his lord on a military expedi tion 
unless he cen return the same day. This if found in the charters 
of severpl baror.ial boroughs. Many English charters also contain 
the clause limiting the period and sometimes the amount of the 
lord's credit. Forty da~.rs W8 s usually the tine limi t for~ his 
credit. This meant that if the lord did not pay for the provis-
ions which he bought of the merchants within forty days, they could 
refuse to deal with him longer, until he paid for whfl.t he M .. d 
already gotten. There were other liberal prOVisions found in the 
baronial charters but these four were by far the nost importm1t. 
It must not be understood that these provisions were found in all 
the charters granted to the newly colonized baronial boroughs. 
The~T were alvrays found, however, in those boroughs which had 
r~ench burgesses. 
The stf:l.tement was made in a preceeding paragraph that tile 
laws of Breteuil, especially the four prOVisions mentioned above, 
could be traced through rne.ny baronial charters. This will be 
done for two reasons; in the first place, because it will show in 
a clear way the great influence that Ere;teuil h!:ld on EnFrlih 
baronial boro'_l~hs. Secondl~r, becFtuse, by tracing the '.Laws It to 
several of these baronial bOI,'oughs flnd by learning how they came 
to be granted, the close connection bet'l'leen borough colonization 
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and affilistion can be shown. We are able to trace the "Leges 
~r1tol11" d1rectly to about twenty baronial boroughs. Of' this 
number, ten were in EnglEnct. The others were in Wales and Ireland, 
and w11l not be discussod. 
The appearar. .~ of the "Laws" at B1deford was due to ' Richard 
de Grenville 'who founded. the bo:':'ough. He, with h1s brother 
1'1 tzhaL10n, assisted William , the Conqueror, in ' the con(!uest of 
South Wales. Wh1le there perchance he beCallle familiar with 
Fitzosbern's scheme of castles and privileged boroughs and this 
lead him to 1ntroduce the "laws of' Breteu11"in his borough at 
1 
B1deford. The grandson of the founder of ' this borough, a 
second R1chard de Grenville, conf'1rr.ed his grandfathers ch~.rter 
and granted "that ~ll those who do or shall hold a burgage in the 
town of B1deford as vrell on the east part of the i7ater of Tor:ridge 
RS on the w'est part, shall have aLi. the liberties of Bri to11~-"--
( Breteul1 ). 
J 
A chartor dated 1265-6 grantod to the borO"ugh of 
Bur.::'ord the ttlibertatei~l et conouetud1nes Leges Br1 tolli, stout 
2 predicta libertas usa est in civitate Herefordiae." This 
cha.l'ter was granted by Hugh de Mort1oer, but it Seelf.S that this 
charter merely conf'irmcd the existellcO of the "l.aws" at B"..1rford, 
TJ1iH origin d ::o.ting back to .Q:Jbern F1tzRichard, the founde:r- and 
1 Bateson, "Lams of Breteuil." Eng. Hist. Rev. XV, 302 - 318. 
See V. Bideford. 
2 "The libdrtios and cus toms of the L~~s of Breteuil, as these 
said liberties are enjoyed in the city of Hereford." 
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Domesday h9lder of the borough. This FitzRichard owned estates 
in Herefordshire and therefore had many opportunities to become 
I 
acquainted with the Laws ot"" ~retellil. William Crassus or 
Willia~ Ie Gras, as he is sometimes called, granted a charter to 
Chipping Sodbury conferring on the burgess all the "libertates 
que spectant et pertinent ad leges de Britoill.,,2 This William 
Ie Gras learned of the "L.aws" from William Marshall, Earl of 
IJembroke, hi s overlord, who was an important Irish borough coloni-
zer and who introduoed the customs of Breteuil into his boro'l.1ehs. 3 
The "Laws" were granted to Ellesmere by Joan, Lady of Woles, the 
illegitimate daughter of King John, in 1205. This charter, how-
ever, may have been only a confirmation, since Roger de Montgomery, 
Earl of Shrewsbury, one of the gre8t boro'-,gh colonizers End introd.u-
cers of the "Laws", had been lord over Ellesmere at the time of 
Domesday. 4 Hereford, the Most important daughter town of 
Breteuil, received the "Laws" directly from William ritzosbern. 
Hereford affords an excellent and rather extraordil~~J illustration 
of the close connection between borough colonization and affilia-
tion. A borough was already in existence at Hereford and the ori-
ginal portion of the borough was fully ocoupied by the En rr:lish in-
1 Bateson, "Laws of Breteil", Eng. Hist. Rev. XV, 302 - 318. 
See Burford. 
2 ~All ~h~ l1h~rties whtch relate And pertain to the la~s of ~~eteuil r 
3 :R?tr:'80!'., ' "LfWS of Breteuil", En,'!,lish Historic~ ' l Revie1'1, 
4 CJ:lapter XV, ; 302 - 318, See X . Chi k -, 1ng Sodbury. 
ioid. See XI, Ellesmere. 
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habite.nts. Accorciingly, Fitzosbern, upon obtaining this borough, 
added a suburb to the original borougrl and gave the burgagesin this 
to his Norman followers. He seems to have given the "Laws of 
Breteuil" to the 1nhabi tHnts of this su.burb, since, &i_cordtng to 
Dorr.esday, · only the french inhabitants enjoyed the maximurr: amercement 
of twelve pence. The English law remained in force in the 
1 English portion of the borough. Roger de Lacy, son of Walter 
de Lacy, who was Fitzosbern's man, built Ludlow castle and intro-
duced the "customs of Breteuil" at the same time that he founded 
the borough. The appearance of the "Laws" in this borough would 
naturall~r be expected, because of the close connection of Roger de 
Lac~r with william Fitzosbern. 2 Preston also h~.d the "Breton 
Law" or~ex Bretonia", as the charter states. The introduction of 
the "Laws" was in all probability due to Roger de Po!:tevin, son of 
3 Roger de MontgoF.lery, one of the bore.or colonizers. 
The introd.uction of the Laws at. Rhuddlan was sinilar to the 
introduction of these at Hereford. Rhuddlan already ~xisted as 
a borough, but a French borou?,:h or suburb was a dded to the original 
borough. Hugh of' Chester ·ar£! Robert of Rhuddlan founded this 
French portion of the borough ftnd introduced the "Laws of Breteuil." 
1 of Rreteuil" , 
2 Bateson, "Laws ~ !" Eng. Hi st. Rev., XV, 302. 
1b1d. See VII Ludlow. Dukes in h1s "Antiquities of ShroPBhire",53-~ 
states thp._t Roger de Montgomery bu1l t the c8.stle at LueUo'.". Ro~er 
de Lacy probablv repaired this c~stle then 1nstead,af building it. 
~ BatcBon, "La1ns {)f Breteuil", E~ ~g. Hi:;t. Rev., XV, 496 - 523. 
, 
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The~r gave "the laws and customs which are in Hereford and in 
1 Breteuil" to the burgesses in this new suburb. The granting of 
the laws to this borough seems to have been only in imi tnt ion of the 
practice of t he other defenders of the .Welsh border lands. John, 
Earl of Arundel) confirmed charters of his father and grandfather and 
granted the borough of Rutton the laws and customs of Britol 
( Breteuil ). The "Laws" at Shrewsbury may be traced d1rectly to 
William J'itzosbern, for in 1069 he reoaptured it from the Welsh 
chieftain, EdrfQ the Wild. However, Roger de Montgomery, a k1nsman 
of n tzosbern, might have granted these laws to Shrewsbury as he re-
oe1ved the borough from the King in 1071. In Shrewsbury we also 
find the French and English boroughs with the "Lex Br1t!>l11" applying 
to the former. 2 It is seen that in nearly all of these cases, the 
lord who founded the borough granted it the laws and custor!ls of Bret ... 
euil. Hereford and Rhuddlan, and Shrewsbury were alreFtdy boroughs, 
but a suburb was colonized and attached to the original borough and 
the oustOtlS of Breteuil were introduced into this suburb. This 
leads us to conclude that borough affiliation WPS in part, at least, 
the direct result of' borough colonization. 
Many baronial boroughs had some of the 11 bere.l prOVisions 
01' the "Laws of Breteuil", but no direct conneotion with Breteu1l or 
with Bretou1l's daughter towns can be traced. In the examples 
1 BatesQn, "Laws of Breteu11", Eng. H1st. Rev. XV, 302 - 318. See 
II Rhudd18n. Also see Duncumb, "History of Hereford", I, 317-328. 
2 ilJid. 302 - 318. See III Shewsbury. 
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.~i ven above the laws of Bl'eteu1l we"'e mentioned in the charters 
which were granted. In these borough charters, however, nothing 
is said of the source of the laws. Many of them probably took 
their laws from Breteuil or from Breteuil' s daughter towns f1. nd 
did not mention their real origin. Gross in speaking of the affil-
iat10n of mediaeval boroughs says that "Sometimes they" (the privi-
leges in the charters) "are enumerated. ~.'ri thout am' intimation that 
they a'e those of' aother town." Then he cites an example and 
continues as folloV1S, "thus the phenomena of affiliation will often 
\ 
explain certain remarkable resemblances existing between charters 
1 
of different boroughs." In the next paragraph instances will 
be given of such boroughs. It is to be noticed that these boro-
ughs fal); into groups. Some of these groups will serve a double 
purpose. They will not only illustrate boroughs which have been 
influenced by the Breteuil laws but w'ill plso illust!"ate in an ex-
cellent manner the schemes of colonization as actually carried out 
around some of the centers of turghal colonization. 
The first Bnc most important group is cRlled the "Cheshire 
group" • The Earls of Chester were chiefly responsible for the 
founding of the boroughs in this group. Neprly all of the charters 
granted by these earls had the maximum tv.relve pence amercement and 
rent 
the twelve penoe clause. Ralph de Blundcv.1lJ,o Ea.rl of Chester, 
from 1180 to 1231 was responsible for the major1ty of these char-
1 
Gross, "The Gild Merchant", Vol. I, • 243. 
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terse Thus he "made Macc~sfield a free boroueh and willed that 
it should consist of 120 burgages, ... each _ ,Qaying twelve l)ence year-
Leek, another of his boroughs, wp.s given the 
twelve pence amercement. For the first three years, Leek was 
freed f!'om rent, after which time it was required to pay the usual 
2 
maximum of twelve pence per burgage. coventry, although not a 
borough of de Blundevelle' s founding, w'as a member of this group, 
and received the privileges of maximum amercenent and rent by char-
3 ter from him. The charter ~Hhich de Blundev ille granted to 
Frodshan, conferred, upon all "dwelling or about to dwell, in Frodsham, 
, 
a free burgage and an acre in the fields at an annual rent of 
4 tw'elve pence for all service." This is an excellent eX8mple 
of the creation of a borough out of a manor and of changing the 
services owed the lord into a money payment. The amercement 
4 
clause had the maxirnunl of twelve pence also. "The three charters 
of Salford, MRnchester, and Stockport, which a7'e very clo :') ely relat-
ed, all contain the prescribed amercements of twelve pence and 
trace back to Ralph de Blundeville, who granted the Salford charter~5 
Chipping Campden was also fonnded by this great eRrl, and '\lr MS 
6 given the twelve pence amercement clause in its charter. The 
1 
?'teson, ~La~s of Breteuil", Eng. 
2 topic on tEngland and Wales'. 
ibid. XVI, 92 - 110. 
! R~te80n, "Laws of Breteuil", Eng. 
4 topic on 'England and Wales'. 
ibid. XVI, 92 110. 
5 ibid. XVI, 92 110. 
e 1bid. XVI, 92 - 110. 
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Hist. Rev., XVI, 92-110. See 
Hist. Rev. XVI, 92 - 110. 
remain1ng six borou.ghs of this group were founded by the later 
Earls of Chester or by their lesser barons. . Congleton got its 
charter.from Henry de Lacy, Earl of Lincoln, in 1272. 1 . Knuts-
ford received its amercement clause in a charter of William de 
2 Tubley's granted in 1292. Gainfboroum received. a charter from 
Aymer de Valence which hEd the loV! amercement. Here we find not 
only an amercement before judgement, but Also another after judg-
mente For instance, in the ca:se of blocdsbeq, 'I'll: e fine before judg-
ment was six pence, after judgment it was twelve pence. 3 Two 
Welsh boroughs, Pembroke founded by Arnulpn,son of Roger of Shrews-
bury, and Tenby, founded by William de Valence, belong to this 
4 group and have the low amercement privilege. Chester, of course, 
was the centre of colonization for this group. 
A second group of boroughs, oalled the Devon and Cornwall 
Group w~s formed as the Cheshire group descr1bed above,hhd been, 
and had the low amercement olause. The earliest case in th1s 
group was Okeh ampton which, received a charter from Robert Courtenay, 
in wh1ch there we.s a guaranteed maximum of twelve pence. The !rent-
for each burgage was also twelve pence in lieu of all services. 5 
Braenivhreceived in 1140 a charter from Reginald, the son of Henry 
. I. In this was a grant of a burgage plot "to be held hereditarily 
for six pence rendered for all service." The amercement seems 
. ~ Bateson, "Le,ws of Breteuil", Eng. Hist. Rev. XVI, 92 - 110. 
3 ibid. 
.. ib11. 
5 ibid. 
ibid. 
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1 
also to he-.ve b , ~ en six pence. In a confirmation charter grant 
by Robert Cardigan in the time of Richard I, Lostwi thiel received 
. 2 
the same low burgage rent as Bradnich. At saltash, the last 
borou.gh of tIli ~3 group, the rent for a full burgage WE.S six pence, 
for half a burgage it wes three pence. 
ed here also. 3 
The six ponce fine appear-
In concluding the hi story of borough ' . colonizat ion and 
affiliation we will teke up a few of the colonized boro'lghs, which 
did not have the loW' amercement, but 1'!hich had many other liberal 
pr~vileges which would attract burgesses. to rhe new borough. The 
fi::'dt one of these groups was Ohartered by Baldwin d.e Red.vers and 
Isabella de Fortibus. In only one of these does the lOv( amercement 
appear- in Newborough, on the Isle of Wight. 4 Nor is the low 
amercement found in the Staffordshire group of boroughs. These 
were colonized by the Ferrel's family, The chief borouffl s in this 
group were '.rutbury, Agardsley, later called Newburgh, and Uttoxeter. 
All three boroughs were established within six miles of the Ferrera 
castle and a greet many privileges were granted to them in order 
to get settlers. BUt low amercement is not found among any of these 
privileges, and Uttoxeter was the only one which had a low burgage-
rent of twelve pence for all service. It rec~ived this in a char-
ter from its lord in 1251. 5 A sixteenth century surveyor in 
1 Bateson, "Laws of Breteuil," Eng. Rist. Rev. XVI, 92 - 110. 
2 ibid. 
3 ibid. 
4 ibid. 
5 ibid. 332 - 334. 
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writing of these three boroughs gives an excellent accouht of the 
origin and purpose of these boroughs. He also gives a good ac-
count of the various privileges which were used as bait, so to 
speak, to attract settlers. He writes as follows:- "And when 
the lords had made these provisions for hospitality (agricultural 
services) that the greatest burden of their ordinary household 
should be without charge or trouble, and had directed themselves 
to be served by these poor villeins in- time of peFce of all things 
necessary, for their provisions and fUrnitures of themselves and 
families a.t home, then began the~r to devise to increase their 
possessions \'.'i th people to defend themselves in their country in 
time of war. And to mRke the honour more populous and stately, 
e~octed three boroughs within six miles of the castle, one at 
Tutt'.lry .. one at Agardsley, called llewburgh, and. another at uttoxeter, 
and granted to the burgesses and inhabitants of ev.e.ry of them such 
certain parcels of land to build upon as in their several grants 
may appear. And to make men the more desirous to plant their 
habi tations in these places they procured them markets and fara wi th-
in the said boroughs and granted to the burgesses diVers liberties 
of common, pastures, pannage, and estovers in their forest of 
Needw'ood, and also that they should be free of Etll toll, tronage, 
pickage, poundage, and other exactions within all their posseasions, 
~nd granted to Tutbury one hundred and eighty two burgages, to 
Newburgh ' one hundred and one burgages, and to Uttoxeter one hun-
dred and. twenty seven, which Vlere all inhabited, F'.S it would seem 
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\Iri th hflndicraftsmen; they could not otherwise live; : for we find 
by rccord.s and by accounts from time to time that all lRnds wi thin 
the said manors were granted to divers persons, either by charter 
or else to the customary tenants, so as there were not reserved 
to the burgesses to maintain their living, but only to some handi-
oraftsmen and merchants, no husbandmen, nor graziers, but trusted 
1 
only to their trades of merchandising and other handiorafts." 
This concludes the disoussion of the bor01lghs which seem 
to have been influenced by the "Laws of Breteuil". We have only 
traced through these oharters the two main olauses of the "Laws", 
although they contained other very liberal provisions which are 
" " similar to those in the Leges Britolii. 
The discussion of the process of borough colonization and 
affiliation has now been completed. In bringing the chapter to a 
close, however, it ma~r be worth while to sum UP in a few words, 
the main points that have been made. In the first place, we may 
state that Breteuil, London, Hereford, Bristol, and Rhuddlan ~I!ere 
the "mother t01.'ms" of English baroniA.l boroughs; second, that 
Hereford, Shrewsbury and (~ hester were the most important oenters 
around which borough colonization took place; third, that this colo-
nization took plaoe chiefly along the Welsh border and was oarried 
on partly for the purpose of proteotion from Welsh invasions; 
1 Bateson "Laws of Breteuil," Eng. Hist. Rev. XVI, 332 - 345. 
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fourth, that the charter which raised the lnanor to the status of a 
borough contained many valuable privileges which were designed to 
attract settlers; fifth, that borough affiliation resulted f'rom 
the copying or irni tation by one borough of another borou .~h I s 
privileges; sixth, that the laws and custOlnS of the Horman baronial 
borou~h of Breteuil had the most influence on the English baronial 
boroughs; seventh, that low amercement, low burgage rent, lirnited 
military service, and a limited period of the lord's credit were 
the chief customs copied from the lal,l!s of Breteuil; eightl} that 
these liberal privileges ,'!hich ''lere for the purpose of attract ing 
settlers, were written guarantees against the tyranny of the lord 
of the borough; ninth, that the lord in crcfl.ting a new borough vms 
not bidding for an agricultural population, but was trying to 
attract the commercial and artisan classes; thenth ;and lastly, 
that borough colonization and affiliation was more or less closely 
related and that borcugh affiliation was in part the direct result 
of borough colonization. 
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CHAPTER III. 
Powers and Privileges. 
In this chapter some of' the most important phases of ba.!"onial 
borough history will be discussed. In order to cleRrly understand 
the history of' these boroughs it is necessary to kno·'.'! something of 
the po'vers of the lords over the boroughs and of the 1)2'i vileges en-
joyed by the borough inhabitants. Possibly some ideas on this 
subject have been gleaned from the previous chapter. • Nevertheless, 
in this chapter, a detailed discussion, first, of' the powers of the 
king over the borough , and the borou .~~h I s lord, s econd, o:f the pO"Jer 
of the mesne lords over their boroughs, and lal3tly, of the rights 
and privileCY,es possessed by the inhabitants of baronial boroughs, 
will be attempted. In some cases it will be rather difficult to 
present general conclusions, because of the variety of practices 
followed. Thus it m~ be necessary in places to eo into considera-
ble detail in order to present accurate conclusions. 
~illiam. the Conqueror prectically established feudalism 
in England by his numerous grf!;lts and boroughs. In return for 
these he demanded homage ru1d. the swearing of fealty to him by the 
noble receiving the grant. The lords of baronial boroD.ghs held in 
"ce.pi tS' from the king f.nd were therefore Uli.der certEin obligations. 
If they failed to abide by their oaths they were deprived of their 
possessions. Accordingly, we find meny insts.nces of lords loosing 
their boroll.s:hs bec8use of disobediance to or revolt against the 
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1 
king. The king, howev er, never granted absolute control of 
boroughs to his nobles. Even the palatine earls, who were the 
mO Gt powerful lords in En,q:land having regal rights in their deUe{Hfe, 
hp',d neither complete independenoe of the king nor absolute power 
over t heir boroughs. 2 For inst8.noe, they were required to defend 
the En:;lish border against the Welsh and owed the king kn1ght's 
servioe just as the other tennants-in-chief' did. The king also 
had oertain rights in their boroughs, one of these being of a judl-
oial oharacter. Thus at Hereford, the king had three forfeitures 
for the violation of the "king's ple~s". Violation of the 
lIkinrrs pleas" mee.nt the committing of "peaoe breach, he1nfare and 
forestel". In such oases, the king received a forfeiture or penalty 
3 
of one hundred shillings. At Chester, the king had a s1m1lar 
fine, if he had granted the peace. If the earl had granted the 
same peace, and it was broken, of the one hundred shillings, the 
4 
earl got the "third penny". and the remainder went to t lie king. 
This rieht of' the kinlS to the above three forfeitures in CRse of 
the viol~tion of the ~ing's pleas" is p.lso fcund in the oustoms of 
5 Shrewsbury and other boroughs. 
The palatine earls, however, had one right 'which the other 
1 The third eB.rl of Shrewsbur~r l0 3t th!,t borough in 1127 beoe.nse of 
revolt. 
Dukes, " Antiquities and History of Shropshire", 1 - 20. 
2 Bat eson, "Records of Leicester", I, p. XV. 
3 Ballard, "The Domesday Bora~ghs", 50 and 84. These three terms 
4 were explained in Chapter II. 
Cheney, n::::ustOr.lS of Chester", Translations and mprints, II, No.1, 
5 2 - 5. , ' 
Ballard, "The D01nesda:' Boroughs", 85. 
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tenents-in -chief of t he king did not have, This WEtS the rizht of 
1 
colonizing a boroLJ.gh vri thout the confllrmation of the king. The 
king probably allowed the pelatine earls this right, in order to 
more quiCkly colonize the western border of En::;land. 
1 
Welsh inva-
sions would thereby be more easily prevented. 
In most ce.ses, a portion of the revenue derived fl'om the 
borough went to the king. In some instances it was specified in 
the grant of the borough that the earl was to reoeive the third penny, 
and the r8I!'.e.inderwas to go to the king. That is, the e r rl received 
2 
one third, and the king two thirds of the revenue. 
The seignorial powers of the lords of baronial boroughs 
were, as a general rule, ver;,r extensive. To a oertain extent, 
however, such power depended upon the status of the lor d. Thus 
the lesser baron, the man of a great tennant-in-chief had no very 
extensive powers over his small borough. On the other hand, the 
great palatine earl, owner of' immense estates and lord of several 
3 important boroughs, had ve~J ~reat power over his boroughs. For 
instance, the eMrl of Chester, "was said to hold his earldom"-
which included the boroughs of Chester, Coventry, Macclesfield and 
several less important boroughs- "as freely by the s1.'.JOrd as the 
4 king held England by his crovrn". Over half of the baronial 
great . 
boro"ghs of England belonged to these and powerful mesne lords of 
) I 
1 Bateson, "Laws of Breteuil", Eng. Hist. Rev. XVI, .;32 - 345. 
2 Ballard, "The Domesd~;. y Boronghs", 37, 41, 42, Hnd 89. 
3 stubbs, "English constitutional History", I, 294 - 295. 
4 ibid. I, 292 - 294. 
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the king. 
The powers and privileges of tho lords of baronial bOrOtlghs 
fall into three important groups, the first and most important 
group consisting of jurisdiotional powers- powers pertaining to the 
lord's court. The second group consists of the lord's fisoal and 
commercial ri~hts. The final group includes th ~ lord's irfuTtUnities-
exemptions from royal burdens. The ]a tter must be carefully 
distinguished from the first two groups of privileges. The 
privileges of group one and two are those which the lord possesses, 
but with which the king may interfere. The th:1r d group, on the 
cor.trary, refers to jurisdiotion over which the king has no oontrol 
and with which he cannot interfere. Practioally all bOrOll!;h lords 
possessed at least part of the powers and privileges enumerated 
in these three groups. The more powerful lords sometimes possess-
ed all of them. 
The chief jurisdiotional privilege possessed by the mesne 
lord was the right to hold a, court. this was a feudal right, and 
the lord of eaoh manor or borough couln hold a court for his tenants 
whether free or ville1R,and could 1 compel thom to attend it. Such 
a right oame from the king 'who was conSidered, in theory, at least, 
the souroe of all just ioe. 2 The speoifio grant of 8. court was 
termed "sake and sake". This oarried with it a grant of' civil 
jurisdiotion, or justiciary rights, over , tenants in a oertain place, 
1 
Maitland, "Domesday Book and Beyond", 80 - 83. 
2 ibid. 
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1 
which was in most cases specified. The word "sake" meant possibly 
the right to hold the court and to do justice. It conferred the 
jurisdiotion. "Soke" probably conferred justiciary rights and 
des.1gnated the area over which the justiciary rightl:3were to be 
exerc1sed. 2 
3 day Book. 
. , 
Of these two soke Wb S by far the COIruLloner in Domes-
The lords of b;',. ronial boroughs h2d in all cases "sake 
and soke" over t.heir boroughs. Closely akin to "sake and soke" 
was the right called "team", which memt the right to hold a court 
, 4 
"into which outsiders could be vouched as warrantors". This 
right W& 8 not so ext ensive, however, as that of ,, 'sake and soke". 
There were several jurisdiotional pow'ers which were almCE t 
as important as "s&ke and Soke" and were closely related to them. 
Most of the mesne lords had the right of holding a "view of :t'rank-
5 
pledge" and the "assize of b:r'ead ·and beer". The mo:r.-e powerful 
lords had in addition .. the right s of "infangenthef" and "utfa.ngen-
6 
t hef". The "view of frankpledge" gave the lord considerable power 
in connection with the polioe jurisdiction which was incident to 
the view. In fact, it was a Gort of police court for the present-
ment of offenders and for the punishment of minor of':t'enoes. 7 The 
1 
2 Pollock and MHiltland, "Histor~r of English Law", I, 579. 
3 ibid. and Maitland, "Domesday Book and Bbyond", 84. 
Maitl ~n~, "Domesday Book and Beyond", 84. 
4 PollOQk ,. and .Maitland, "History ot' English Law", I, 575,576. 
5 ibid. 
6 Maitland, Domesday Book and Beyond", 81 f1.nd 82 and Pollock I and 
Maitland, "History of English Law", I, 577. 
7 Maitland, "Domesday Book and Beyond", 80. ' 
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court in '.I,'hich the lord held his "view of' frnnlc )led"'8", f'er the 
borou~h was called the court leet, which met as a rule at out 
twice each year.l Aone with the "vie'w of' :frankpledge" went J in 
almost every c a se /the "assize of beer". The "aGsizc' of bread" 
3 
was not so com:- ,on. These a ssizes gave the lord the power to en-
force the regulations as to the price of beer or breAd. In case 
a person "b t'ewed against the assize", that is, maruf'actured beer 
and sold it at a different price from the nmrket price or 10"" rered 
itsquality, they violated the "assize of beer" and made themselves 
liable to a fine b y the lord. If they should raise or cut the 
price or lower the qU8lity of bread sold, they violated the "assize 
4 
of bread" and were likewise liable to a fine. "Infangenthef 
e.l1dut.ff ngenthef" were of'ten conferred upon the lord along with 
of 
the "sake and soke" and "view of franlcpledge". The right "infan-
genthef" gave the lord pm-ver to tpke a thief wi thin his jurisdiction 
and hang him. "Utfangenthef" meant the right of the lord to t!ke 
a thief, who was his man, outside of his innnediate jurisdiction 
5 
~nd to deal with him as in the case of "infangenthef". The 
6 
right of "utfangenthef" was naturally not so common as "infangenthef". 
In concluding the description of the lord's jurisdictional 
rights, we will d.iscuss a few powers Which were only enjoye ri by 
the more powerful borou,c::h lords. These he.ve been termed "hieh 
1 Pollock Hnd 1,iait18nd, "History of' Enty, lish Law", I, 580. 2 3 ibid. I, 58l. 
ibid. I, 582. 
4 B8.te l~on , "Record.s of Leicester, I, 222. The Prestor: cus t1:.I:1al says 
"if a burgess shall sell for more than the assize, he shall be in 
5 norey 12 d." Bateson , "Le.ws· 01' P:r('teu11" , En'"':. Bist. neve XVI,49e-523. 
Polloc}( ~· nd i 'p.i tlana ~ "Hi :~tory of EnglifJh , L~WIl, I, 577. 
6 ibid. I, 576. 
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I justice powers", by sever~l writers. The greatest ar these was 
known flS the "return of writ". Such a right prevented the oheriffs 
entur'ing the lord IS bormlgh 2nd attaching !:my perso :-I or sei7.ing any 
of the possessions of the burgesses. 
bailiff the right to enfore the vrri t. 
It gave t he lord or his 
Only in case the writ was 
not properly executed, could the sheriff, with a second writ, enter 
2 
the borongh of .the lord and enf'orce it. This right we.s enjoyed 
by the palatine e nrls and a few otherE' arid3 =~lade them moreindependent 
of the king. Another power possessed by 30me pO"!ert'ul mesne lords, 
was that of seizing the goods forfeited . by fUg:1tives and felons 
; 
Z because of their crimes. 'rhe last of these rights w~s t,hp t, of' 
4 
appoint ing the borough ofJ:'icers, such as the coroner:.: , and bp.iliffs. 
This risht W f; S not practiced as frequently as the two former because 
the lords generally granted this privilege to t he burgesses as 
will be shoym later. 5 
The fiscal and commercial rights of lords 'Il]ere exceec'1. ine ly 
vF'luP.ble. Al though they . obtained some revenue thrmv:;h the exercise 
of their jurisdictional powers- the borOT!h court fees going to the 
lord- the most of it oame through their fiGc8,l and commercial povrers. 
The right of tallaging the borough inhabitants was the most important 
I Pollock p.nd Maitland, ItHist. of I~ng. LP,1'1", I, 582. 
~ ibid. I, 583. 
4 ibid. 
ibid. 
5 The earls of Leioester had t.he lAst two rights named eLove. See 
ThOY1 l)80n, "Eng. }l:un. Hi f:lt., It 73 - 74. 
, 
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, 
of these powers. Asa rule, the lord of a baronial borough was 
allowed to 
1 his men. 
tallage his men at the same time that the king tallaged 
The lord also h~d the right to take toll from his bur-
2 gesses. Such tolls were of various kinds. One of the most 
corr.mon of these was the toll levied on burgesses who gathered w'ood 
in the lord's forest. 3 Another toll alnost as common WRS the 
toll charged for the pasturage of' animals in the lord's pastures 
4 
around the borough. The lords also levied tolls on certain 00-
cupations in the borough. For instance, in brewing ale or beer, 
the brewer had to pay certain specified fees to the lord. Tolls 
5 
were also charged on ovens in the borough. So:ne borough lords 
had their own mills and either required their tenants to grind their 
corn at this mill, or pay a fee and then get it ground where ever 
6 they chose. In either case it wes a source of profit to the 16rd. 
Another important source of revenue to the lord was the rent of bur-
gages·,) which has been mentioned in the preoeeding chapter. The 
general burgage rent was , six. ~ or twelve pence, but the lord 
could make it as IHrge or as small as he pleased. In some cases, 
several being cited above, the lord did not charge any ~ent for the 
I 
1 
2 Polleclt and Maitlend, "Hist. of Eng. Law", I, 576. 
3 An excellent example of this is found at Leioester. Certain fees 
were charged per load of wood taken. This toll was oalled wood 
4 money or "bridge silver", Th ~ .mpson, "Eng. Mun. Hist." 40 - 41. 
Bateson, "Records of Leicester", I, 4 - ~ . . 
5 See Bat~son, "Records of' Leicester", I, pp XXI - XXII, and II, 87. 
6 A good illustration of this is found at Leicester. Thompson, 
"English Municipal History", 45 - 46. 
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1 
first few ~rears after founding a borough. 
The chief comme::'ci 81 right of the lord pertained to fairs 
and markets. He could grant or refuse this privilege to the 
borough inhabitants. Generally, it was granted, since the lord had 
the right to charge tolls at these fairs and they were therefore 
profitable to him. Another commercial power was that of being able 
to force the merchants of the borouGh to sell him the provisiona for 
his castle. 2 Sometimes they were required to sell these at a re-
duced price. 3 
We have enumerated and described the jiurisdiotional and fiscal 
rights and powers of the lords of baronial boroue;hs- ri :'3'hts with 
which it was not only possi r) le f'or the king to interfere, but rights 
wi th which he did 1n terfere at times. It now remains to consider 
those rights with which the king could not interfere, viz;~ the 
various immunities possessed by the mesne lords. A charter granted 
by King John to Earl Robert, lord ... : of the borough of Leicestc:r will 
illustrate the immunities Which one lord received. The charter 
~eads as follows: "Know ye thot vre grant, will, Rnd enj oin that 
Robert, earl of Leioester, and his heirs after him shall have and 
hold of us and our heirs all their lands, and fees with all liberties 
1 Bateson, "Laws of Breteuil", Eng. Hist. Rev., XVI, 92 - 110. 
2 Bateson, "Boro1J,e;h customs", II. See paragraph 8 on "The Lord and 
the BUrgess's' .Chattels". 
3. ibid. paragraph 8 and "Borough customs", II, 78 - 79. The latter 
. reference gives R ! excellent illustration of the preemptio:1 of the 
earl in the case of beer at Chester. Also see Bateson, "Records 
of Leicest er", .11, 75. In this is an allusion to the earl's 
"caption" by which he. olaimed the ri ~ht to buy corn and meat, fix-
ing his own prices and compelling the sale. 
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and free customs well and in peace, honourably, freely, and quit 
of suit of shires and hundreds, and of sheriffs aid, whether it be 
taken by b1dates of' lands or by carucat os," and of paying mone;' fer 
murder fine and theft 8.nd of moneys pertaining to frankpled,~e. And 
further we grant - - - - - - exemption for his demesnes thru our 
demesnes from pontage, passage, toll, pedage, pavage, stallage, 
talla.,o;e, geld and danegeld, bloodwite, ~ f1htwite, works at castles, 
walls, bridges, parks, ditches, causeys, and houses and that they 
" I 
" shall have free chase of 'Wisselay' and ·Wymbe~hold'. In this 
charter grant are contained nearly all of the importa~t immunities 
Which a king granted to his nobles and their tenants. The first 
immunity found in this charter comes fror.1 the clause "quit of suits 
of shires and hundreds and of sheriffs aid". This freed the earl 
of Leicester and his men from attendance and service at the county 
and hundred courts. They were thus relieved of jury serVice, and 
bt.k of~ithings and frankpledge", or from "personal service" as Poll~ 
and Maitl and term it 2• This " immunity was considered very important 
by the earls as such coUrt duti es " and serv 10es were vf;r¥ burdensome 
at this time. At the end of this charter we find other exemptions 
from "personal service". Thus the earl- or rather his ten,-nts-
',9'ere relieved of "works at oastles I walls I bridges, parka, ditches I 
oauseys and houses." " This was an equally important exempti~n for 
1 Ma~! Bateson, "Records of Leicester" I I, 36. This clau80 in the 
Preston Cllstunipl reads very r.mch like this one. 
2 Poll;Qck. and Maitland, "Hist. of Eng. Law", I, 574. 
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the earl, as it not only r'elieved hiL: of the personal services but 
also of the financial expense that was involvecl in such services. l 
We also find in the above charter, the second great imm11nity 
of the mesne lords,- t hc.t of freedom from the numerous and vexatious 
fees and taxes that were common at the time. Polla.etA and Maitland 
call ;, such exemptions "fiscal immunities", and divide . them into 
three classes: ( a) The im~lluni ty from direct tf.x·JS, (b) from indirect 
taxes, and (c) from amercements imposed upon the shires fmd hundreds. 
Each of these classes is represented in the above charter. The 
direct taxes mentioned in the charter from which the earl was i~ 
mune are as follows- tallage, geld,a.nd danegeld, gloodwrte, fitPwite 
. , 
and aids for the sheriff. 'rhe indirect tax I. ',' exemptions · ment ioned 
are: pontage, passage, toll, pedage, stallage, and pavage. Class 
~ ~)is represented in this charter by the exemption from "paying money 
. for nnlrder fine ar.d theft," this being the chief' amercement ~.) i~ 
posed upon the shires and hundreds. We find additional tax exemp-
tiona in other charters which are not mentioned in this charter. 
Poll lOck and Mai tlA.nd have an a6di tional list of fourteen direct an d 
three indirect taxes from which the mesne ·lords were at times 
exempt. I . Hardly any two baroni81 boroughs hEd quite the same 
"fiscal exemptions" 
A third important imnnmi t}' mentioned in this charter is the 
2 
"immunity from the forest law". The above charter grantG the earl 
1 Such relief of course appled more to the earl's tenants than to the 
earl, himself, since the tenants were the ones V!,ho were required to 
perforr.1 these services in case the earl had not obtf.l.ined an exem:pticn 
2 Pollock and Maitland, "History of.En~lish Law", I, 574. 
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the ri~ht of free chase in two forests "Wisseley" pnd "Wymberhold". 
The Norman Kinga were very jealous of their forests, pnd many 
regulations and laws were passed to prevent hunting in them. Oc-
casionalljT they freed their barons t'rom such regulations, and VIe 
have an instance of that in the above charter. This charter is 
~ch like other charters granted . to important bnnonial lords and 
/ 
may thus be taken as a good illustration of the immunities of 
baronial borol~h lords • 
. Having discussed the powers of the ,king over the borough 
and its lord, pnd the powers of the lord over his borough, we come 
now to the description of the rights and privileges which the borough 
inhabitants possessed. The majority of these privileges cace from 
the lord. , Some, however, were claimed by prescriptive rip-.,ht. 
Thnt is, the borough inhabitants · claimed that such privileges had 
always been held by the borough. Those gotten from the lord were 
usually incorporated in charters. otherwise there ~Tas danger of 
losing them, since the . Jdng and his barons often made atteopts to 
, , 
deprive , a borough of its pri~ileges. The boroush charters were 
therefore the surest garantees against "quo warranto" proceedings 
on the part of the . ~ord or tinge Accordingly, the privileges 
that are mentioned in the succeeding pHges are those found. in 
charters obtained from the mesne lord.sof the borough:J·, Such p:riV1-
leges were often granted without any money payment. The charters 
of privile~es of those boroughs described in Chapter II were gener-
ally so granted in order to encourage colonization. In the older 
. 
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boro~..ts:hs, however, many of these privileges were purchased froTll the 
lord. The rights and privile~es of the boroughs will be classi-
fied in a m~mner somewhat similar to the classificat ion of the Lord' B 
powers. The first class will consist of the boroughs jurisdiction-
al privileges. The second class will deal with t'enurial privileges. 
The third class will include mercantile prlvileges. The final 
f.lain class will deal with the borough I B rights of election and 
representation. 1 
The jlrisdictionEl powers obtained by the burgesses from their 
lords not only gave them many privileges but alAo considerable free-
dom from ext~rnal interference. The most important jurisdictional 
ri~ht enjoyed by the burgesses was the right to have a court of 
their own. At Leicester, the eFl.rl granted this court to "the bur-
gesses of Leicester and to all who desire to be of their connuni t;;. ,,2 
Practically all baronial boroughs were given their ovm court. An 
addi tionRl prjy)ilege usuall~r went with the rin;ht of havin~ a court. 
This WES in reall t~r an lmmuni ty, and was highly regarded by the 
, 
burgesses. This privilege freed the burgesses "from all things 
belonging to hundred or heriot", as the Leicester charter states It. 
That is, the burges!::les were freed from suit outside the walls of 
1 This arrangement follows somewhat that of A. BillIard in ~.n article 
on "The En-rlish Boroughs in the Reign of' King 'John", in the En.:;. 
Rist. Rev. XIV, 93 - 104. Ris outline is probably based upon that 
2 of Pollock and M~ itl c=nd in their "Rist. of Eng. Law", I, 643-668. 
BRteson, "Records of Leicester", II, pp. XXIV - XXVII and 4. 
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1 
their borou.gh, except in case of pleas relating to external tennre • 
• In sllort, if a borough chart er contains this privilege, the 
ci t1zenswer-e protected ~ from being forcedto undergo tr1~lG in 
for~ign oourts. 2 SO;TIe of the baroni&l borongh charters contained 
clnllses exeJIlPting the burgesses of the town fror.l being attached 
for the debt of another, unless they were the pledges for the debtor 
or were the principle debtors themselves. The clause to that 
effect in a Leicester cli£.rter reads as follows; "Know ye that at 
the instance of Edmund (Earl of Leicester) our de r. r son, we (the King) 
have granted to the l{ayor and bu.!,ges ~~ es of our said son, of Leices-
tel', for us and our heirs, th?o t they or t heir goods found in what-
soever ~lac8s within our jurisdiction be not arrested for any debt 
of which they are not the pledges or the principle debtors, except 
in the Cfl.se the debtors t hemsel ves are of their commune and juris-
diction havint; whe1"eof their debts may be wholly or partly satis-
3 fied". This was a very valuable immunity as it was customary 
at this time for the burgesses of one tovn to get revenge, so to 
speak, for some act another town had cOrnF.itted, by seizing the goods 
or pe!'son of a man who was a burgess of the offund1nr,: town. 
The r"ri vileges and imrr.uni ties mentioned :>.in the two preceeding 
1 
2 Bateson, "Records of Leicester", II, pp XXIV - XXVII. 
A charter granted by Robert, Earl of Lece1ster, freed tIl:) burgesses 
from suit outside the borough. Thompson, "English Munieipal 
Hi story", 44. 
3 Batl3son, "Records of Leicester", I, 56 - 57. By this charter 
it is seen that this right Wf S obtained directly f~om the king. 
The lord of the borouhg hpd no authority or pOVler to gr8l1t such 
extensive rights by himself. 
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paragraphs were the most COIl1'1lon and most important judicial pri-
vileges found in baronipl borough charters. There were a con-
siderable number of less iLf1I)Ortant privileges found in borough 
charteTs, however, which deserve mention. Some charters conferred 
the ri~ht of appealing a case from the lard's court into the boraxgh 
portmanmote, in case it could be proven by the oaths of twelve law-
1 ful men that the accused had not received justice in the former. 
2 Several charters provided for the recovery of debts. At Preston, 
a burgess could not be summoned to court after sunset llnless the 
chRrge against him was made by a stranger. 3 It waH also the CU8-
tom at Preston and several other baronial boroughs that "no burgess 
ought to be taken for an accusation by the lord or by the reeve, if 
he had : sufficient Pledges".4 This was a sort of bond far the 
Qurgess and was therefore a valuable privilege. The burgesses 
of Lancester purchased the right of tTial by compurgation and thus 
obtained freedom from trial by battle, a custom introduced by the 
Worman lords, and hated very mucn by the inhabitants. 5 
The tenuriel privileges of boroughs were ra.ther extensive 
and were exceedingly important. One of the most important of these 
privileges completely transformed the tern.tre of the inhabitRnts of 
1 See Bateson, "Records of' Leicester", I, 150 - 167. 
2 ror instance, At Preston after complaint of Hebt, the mayor or 
reeve is to command th~ debtor to Pl· y wi thin e1n:ht days upon pain 
of' forfeiture of ei~htfence for the fi'T'3t wnok, fQr the socond 
'.'T0ek. twle\,~ !Jcnce 'P"it1 the iebt is ,pafd. I;3A.tOrD~, "Lf}wsof. 
7 Bre~mlil", Eng. Hist. Rev. XV, 496 - 5~3. 
; ibid. 
ibid. 
5 Thompson, "English Municipal Histo~J", 39 - 40. 
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the baronial borough. This WP.s the privilege of rendering t he lord 
liioney payments instead of personal services. The lord conferred 
on his boroue;h tenants definite burgages for which the~r were to ~y 
him a specified rent. In other words the lord substituted burgage 
tenure with its rents and fees for the former sociage t enure with 
its personal se~vices.l 
Another tenurial pri bilege, fully as important as t he one 
just mentioned , went several steps further in freeing the burgesses 
of baronial boroughs from the obnoxious ppyments and interferences 
of the borough lord. " " This wa s the right of 1I' irma Burgi, one of 
the greatest privileges which Mediaeval boroughs obtained. It 
was not so COrnT!lOn in baronial boroughs, however, as it, was in ro~ 1 
boroughs. In many of the former it did not appear at all until 
the borough had become royal. others did not obtain it until 
rather late. Leicester did not acquire this ri ght until in 1376 
and then it was only granted for a period of ten years,2 and was 
1 Maitland, "Domesday Book and Beyond", 198 - 199. Also Pollock 
and Mait18nd, "His t ory of English Law", I, 295. Many examples 
of .this practice are Zound in baronial borm gh charters. (See 
Bateson, "Records of Leicester", I, pp XXI - XXII). ~.is prac-
tice is best illustrated however in those newl~r colonized boroughs 
described in our second chapter. See the Bideford charter, clause 
1., (Bateson, "Laws of Breteuil," Eng. Hist. Rev., XV" 302 - 318, 
Topic V) and Ralph de Blundeville's charter to rrodsharn. The 
latter granted "to all dwelling or abont to dwell, in l'rodshao, 
a free burgage, and an acre in the fields at an annual rent of 
t'.'lelve pence for all ser vice." Bateson, "Laws of Breteuil", Eng. 
lUst. Rev, XVI, 92 - 110. O~her similar example 6 are found in 
the latter reference. 
2 Thompson, "History of Leicester", 137 • 
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never regrHnte<j while Leicester was ba:':'onial in tenure. "Firmil. 
" Burgi was in a certain sense an imnrunity. That ia, it gave the 
burgesses the right to'collect ,their own taxes, tolls, Hnd other 
fees ~.nd trereby excluded the lord :from interference in the borongh I s 
affairs. A fixed annual sum was paid to the lord for this priVi-
lege. While in possession .of it, the borough could lev~' its taxes 
and tolls as i t s~.w fit and could make a profit out of the farm of 
the borough if it so desired. l It is evident therefore, that this 
was a very valuable privilege. 
The remaining tenurial borough privileges are not so important 
as the two just mentioned, but are found in many baronial borouGh 
charters. One of the most extensive tenurial privileges, was the 
grant of freedom and burgessship to the serf who resided for a year 
and a day wi thin the borough without being claire d .. 2 Another ten-
1 The charter grant1ng the farm of' the borough to the burgesses of 
Leicester rePlds 8.S follows • in 1376, the Duke of Lancaster and 
Earl of Leicester, gr~mted to the local authorities Fnd inhabitants 
of Leicester, "the bailiwick of the town, suburbs, and fields of 
Leicester, with the appurtenl=mces of the same, with all executions 
within the same, and all other profits; the other courts, rents 
and farms, goods, and chattels; of fugitives, felons, forfeitures 
of wFtste, the yep,r and day of them, deodants, treasure trove, - -
- - with t. he keeping of all manner of prisoners- exct :pt the cl3.stle 
of Leicester, the mill under the same, and. rents and services 
levied by the porter of the said castle by old time accustomed, 
and tr r court of the same - - - -; to hold the premises for the 
term of ten years, - - - -, yielding therefor to the said duke 
2 yearly ti':enty pounds." Thompson, "HintO'l'Y of' Leicester", 137. 
This provision is found. in Hereford, (Ballard, "The English Boroughs 
in the Reign of King John", En~. Hist. Rev. XIV, 93 - 104) and in 
Preston (Soe the Preston Custurnf'l in Bateson's, "Laws of Breteuil, 
Ene. Hist. Rev., XV, 496.) It appeared in the Laws of Broteuil, 
the mothe!' town of' ~nglish baronial boroughs, (Soe Bateson, "Laws 
of Breteuil", Eng. Hist. Rev, XV, 754 - 757J. 
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urial provision, found r~ther frequently in charters, permits a 
burgess to sell his possessions wit hin the boro clgh to whomsoever he 
pleases. Thi s right W8.S limited in sorr:e cases however. For in-
stances, the clause in the Preston Custumal stated that if the 
owner desired t 0 sell his burgage, his nearest kinsman should have 
first chance in purchasing it. l This privilege thus freed the bur-
gesses from pn old feudal custon:, the burgesses formerly being 
requi red to acknowledge t he control of the lord whenever a change in 
2 
ownership of chattels took place. The following privilege did 
the same thing. This W8.S the right of a burgess to many his chil-
:3 dren to whomsoever he pleased. The lord had formerly h~ d a voice 
in these matters. Several charters provided that in case of sudden 
deAth of a burgess, his wife and heirs should have all his chattels 
and lands, and the lord and borough justice could not lay hands on 
any of these. 4 At Chester, the burgess was free to make his will 
5 
and it was held good. The last tenurial privilege to be mention-
ed here is the low and alIJost uniform burgage rent of twelve pence 
which W~I S often granted by t he lords of baronial boroughs. This 
privilege has been sufficiently discussed in the :preceeding chapter. 
We pointed out in the second chapter that trade formed the 
predominant element in baronial boroughs. Therefore we would natur-
1 Clause No. 30 in Preston custunial, Bateson, "Laws of Pretenil", 
Eng. Hist. Rev. XV, 496 - 523. 
2 Bateson, "Borough customs", II, paTagraph 8. 
:3 Bateson, "Laws of Breteuil", Eng. Hist. Rev. XV, 496 - 523. 
4 ibid. 
5 Bateson, "Borough Customs", II, 78. 
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ally expect the mercantile privileges of the burgess es to be of 
the greatest importance, And such was re81ly the case. These were 
of various kinds, some being actual gra.nts of mercantile ri ~hts, 
others being in the form of' irnmuni ties. Freeo.om of trade through-
out England is an illustration of the former, and exemption from tolls 
is a good example of the latter. These two privileges went to-
eether, as a rule.and were often granted to the burges ses of a 
baronial boroHf.Sl1.. 'fhe lord of the borough in rr.ost cases, obta.ined 
this grant from the King as he hEd not the pO,IJer to wake such a grant 
by his own authority. For instance,the Earl of Leicester got a 
chart8r from King John on Dec t~mber 26th, 1199 Which grRnted "free 
o:oing and coming wothout hindrance" and freedom of trade throught 
1 England to the burgesses of Leicester. Henry III confirmed this 
grant and among other things, exempted the burgesses throughout his 
demesnes "fron pontage, passpge, toll and pedage." Such an exemp-
tion was very valuable to a borough, as it encouraged oommerce in 
the borough. ' pontage, a fee for crosing bridges, pedj:1-"e, ~"J11d1 was 
charged for pe~ssion to travel through forests and similar tolm 
were levied on the traveler and merchant on every had. If in-
habitants of a borough were exempt from suoh burdlesome duties, 
naturally the merchant olasses woUld be attraoted to such a local-
ity. The larger the number of mercha.nta in the borolgh, the more 
revenue the lord of the borough derived. Accordingly, there was 
I 
Bateson, "Recorda of Leicester", I, 7. 
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a strong incentive for the earl to secure such a profitable pri-
vilege. 
There was another class of tolls fro In which the bu!"gess r; s 
and especially the merche.nts of baroniA.l towns were exempted. An 
excellent illustration of such an exemption is containe('l in p char-
ter from Henry III to Simon de Montfort, earl of Leiceste!", in 1229, 
which reads as follows; "Know ye, thpt we have granted at the 
instance of our well beloved. f'nd faithful Simon de Montfo!"t, 
Earl of Leicester, for us and our heir~, to his burgesses of Leices-
te!", thRt f!"om the feAst of st. John the Babptist, in the forty 
first year of our reign until the end of the seven years next fol-
lov!in~, they shall be free f!"om ev ery kind of prise (or toll) tS.ken 
by us from cloth, and all other good.s, and frol:l merchpndise in all 
1 fairs pnd markets thro'.1ghout our realm." Such a grant !"cmoved 
still further restriction from trade and encouraged commerce in the 
boroue;h. This priVilege, therefore, was as att!"active to the mer-
chant classes as the one mentioned a bove. 
still another important mercantile privilege, frequently 
granted to baronial boro'Jghs was that of a market and fair. The 
above exemptions from toll concerned only the traveling classes, 
especially the merchants. This privilege, however, altho'.lgh valu-
able to the merchants, wps also valuable to all borou~ inhabitants. 
The borough lord was rarely op:)osed to granting such a priviJc ~e. 
1 Bateso~, "Records of Leicester", I, 53 and 54. 
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In fact, he was generally glad to do so, as it increased the trade 
1 
of the borough and thus increased his revenue. The burgesses 
were very jealous of their mercantile privileges. Accordi nel~r , 
we find. them obtaining an aCidi tionHI pr1 vilege i'rom the lord Which 
forbade those w'ho were not members of the Gild to buy or sell in 
the borough except at markets and fairs, A chart er of' HeL !"'! I 
illustrates such a grent. By th is he gave "to his men of Chester 
and their heirs, that no one coming to the city should buy or sell 
but themselves and their heirs, or by their leave, excepting at 
2 
markets and fairs." In some C8ses, notably at Totnes, non-
gildsmen were allowed to sell at other times, but a discriminating 
toll was charged on their sales. 3 Th c market s were set by the 
lord on certain days, usually each Saturday. wallingford, which 
held its market by presoription on Saturday in the reign of William 
II later held it on Sunday. It partook somewh8.t of a religous 
4 
c11e.racter. Some of the more important boro'J.ghs had several 
markets each week. The fairs were grant ed by charter for a definite 
period, usually for a week or t en days.5 PrRctioally all baronial 
boroughs he.d at least one fair a . year. SQae ha.d more than one. 
Chester for instance, had three each year.6 
1 Tolls were charged at the fAirs for the right to set up stalls and 
sell goods. A court was also established at the fairs- tho piepoua-
2 re- and its profi t l3 also ~ent to tID lord as a rule. 
Merewether and Stephens, ' on "Boroughs", I, 305. 
3 Gross, "The Gild Merchants", I, 44. 
4 Hed~es, "Histor~,r of Wallingford.", I, 223 - 224. 
5 Lancaster, for instance, had one f air Which lasted eleven days. 
Baines, "Hist. of the County and Thlchy of Lanoaster", V, 454 - 456. 
60r~erod, "History of the County Palatine and City of Chester", I, 19~ 
200. 
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The 1 ~. st and greetest meroant ile privilege was the grant 
of a "gilda meroatoria" or gild merohant. Al though it is found 
extensively in connection with baronial boroughs, 1t orune rather 
late in many of them. In faot, 1t was not granted to some of 
these boroughs until they had. oeAsed to be be.roniHl in tenure. 
In most oases, trli8 right WHS granted to the borough by the lord, 
but in a few boroughs it was claimed by presoript1ve right- as at 
Chester,l and at Wallingford2• The earliest known charter grant 
of a gild merohant in England was that of the baronial borongh of 
Burford. Robert 1itzHamon, sometime betw~en 1087 and 1107 granted 
the right of Gild Merohant to this borough. 3 This right appear-
ed in the charters of six important baronial boroughs before the 
end of the t 'welfth century. Charters confirming the right of 
Gi ld Merchant are frequently foo nd. · An excollent illustration of 
such a confirmation is as folJ_ows; "Ralph, Earl of Chester, to 
his constable and steward, and to all his barons and bai11ffs, and 
to all his men, French and English, as well to come as present, 
greeting. Let 1t be known to all of you that I h~ve given and 
conceded and by this my present oharter confirmed to all my c1tizens 
of Cheste!' their Gild )'ferchant wi th all liberties and free customs 
which they have had in the aforesaid gild, best, most freely and 
1 Gross, "The Gild Merohant", II, 41., and Qrinerod, "Hi8tonr of the 
County Palatine and City Chester," I, 199. 
2 Hedges, "The History of wallingford", I, 277. Wallingford olaimed 
3 the Gild Merchant by prescr1ption befo!'e the Conquest. 
Gross, "The Gild Mechant", I, 5. 
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most peacefully in the times of my predecessors, and I forbid 
under forfeiture to me of ten pounds that anyone shall distur·b 
1 
them in it." The grant of a Gild Merchant was made in similar 
terms. The "Gilda Mercatoria" was not only important beCHllse it 
conferred great privileges on the gild members, but beoause itbecame 
in many borough's an importRnt factor in the borough government. 
This will be discussed in the next chapter, however. 
The Gild Merchant Wft.S primarily a protective union formed by 
. merchant s. Accordingly, it could not flourish until trade had 
developed and the mercantile element had become a potent factor 
in borough life. This accounts for its late appearance in many 
bRroniRl boronghs, since trade did not develop greatly until the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The chief privilege that a Gild 
2 Merchant conferred was the monopoly of trade. In ronny charters 
are clauses like this one; "'ge grant a Gild Merchant with a hanse 
and other customs belonging to the gild, so that no one who is not 
of the gild may merchandize in the said town, except with the con-
3 
cent of the burgesses." As too gild members were ver~ ' jealous 
of their privile~es, they either forbad non-gildsmen to sell in 
4 the borough or charged a discriminating rate of toll against them. 
Thus the Gild Merch8.nt we.s a p,..:lvi1ege enjoyed only by its members, 
1 Chaney, "Translations andRep~intQ," II, No. 
~ ibid. I, 8.. 2 Gross, "The Gild Merchant", 
4 An excellent illustration occurs at Totnes. 
MerchRnt", I, 44. 
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1, ,9 •. 
I, 43~ 
Gross, "The Gild 
but in most boroughs the large majority of the population belonged 
to t he Merchant Gild. The Gild Merchant had other powers. It 
prevented the sale of faulty good~, prevented forestalling and 
monopoly of products. In the latter part of th e pert od covered 
by this thesis, the Gild Merchant became more of a detriment than 
a help to many boro'.Iehs because of' coy'rupt and tyrannic:;l me~1fmres. 
The l8.st importErl t privileges of baroni a1 boroughs were those 
of electinE~ its bor011gh officers and having :representation in 
the n p.tiol1e.l -parliament. The former was frequetly granted by mesne 
101'0s Hnd in E10 f3 t cases Vlas granted rathc;r early. Thin privilege 
vms frequently given to the wanoria1 borouo;hs at the time of their 
1 founding, in order to encourage colonization. Such a privilege 
freed the burgesses to a consid Grab10 extent from th e interferenoe 
0. the e ~ ' 1'1' s officers. 'Ih e of'ficials whom the burgesses were al- ' 
the 10,ged to elect were named, as P. rule, in i\ charter granting the 
right. These of:ficials will be discussed in the next chapter. 
The l)rivilege of represente.tion in parliament really CHme 
from the King, as it wa G he who called for borough represent 8tion 
in parliament. Al thou .'~h a few of' the baronial boroughs we:"'e rep-
resent cd in Simon de 1l:onfort' s parliament of 1265, borolJ. e;h repre-
sentationrea11y began in 1295. " " In the Model Parli&~ent of that 
year, several baronial boroughs hr1d representatives, Leicester and 
Lanoaster being the mos t important. The boroughs in the Palatine 
counties of Chester and Durham had no representatives in parliar-ent 
1 Bateson, "Laws of Breteui1", Eng. Hist. Rev., 92 - 110 and 332 - 45. 
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1 
until the 1::'eie;n of Henry VIII. Parliamentf-ry represent ~ tion 
was, however, at first regar ded as a burden rather than a privilege. 
It was an ex-pensive right, since the boro1l~gh hc:.d to defray the 
2 
expenses end pay a salary to its two r epresentatives. Then, 
the 
about all representatives could do VIPS to vote the king money, and 
1\ 
this increased the borough's taxes. Accordingly, we firo several 
:5 
baronial boroughs giving up this right. So:ne of them regained 
this right at a later time. S 
1 
stubbs, "English Constitutional History", II, 244 - 245. 
2 Bateson, "Records of Leicester," II, pp XXVII - XXXIII. At 
Leicester the par1iamentBry burgesses' pay varied from one shilling 
and thre e pence to i'our shilling per dey · in the reign of Edward III. 
:3 Lanoaster VI'S represented throu':Y,hout the reign of Edward I but in-
term1tt ed until the reign of Edward IV when they 8gain sent repre-
sent ~. tives to pRrlianent. Lewis, "Topographic&l Dictionary ct" 
En~lfnd," III, 21. 
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CHAPTER IV. 
Internal Organ1zat1on and Government. 
The 1nternal organization and government or baron1.al boroughs 
1s one of the most 1nterest1ng as well as the most d1rf1oult top1os 
of bo~ough h1story. It is diffioult to deal w1th, ch1efly be-
oause it was in a atate of oontinual transit1on. The organ1zat1on 
of the government depended. partly upon the lord 01' the borough since 
he determined how much self-gove.,..nment the borough ah01ud have, 
and how' the borough affa1ra were to be managed. Accordingly, 
the baronial borough governments d1ffer 1n many respeots, some being 
very much unde!' the dominat1on of the lord, others be1ng almost in-
. 
dependent of him. These goverIU:lents vary at dift\:;rent times also, 
the gO'lrernment of a borough being much more independent of the lcr d 
at one time th~n another. Therefore, it w111 be neoe88n!'~r, in 
beginninl!, th~ hinto!'y of borough governnent to fir3t consider the 
lord t s control over the lJorough. Then the bo::-ough oI';L'icials 8.nd 
their duties, the legislative powers pos~esfJed by the burgesses m d 
the judicial organization will each be described. In.several ba:ron1al 
towns . the Gild Merchant also crone to play an important part in 
governmental affairs. This must be given due ronsideration, there-
fore, in this chapter.. In co nclusion th e financia.l affairs 01' the 
borough will be described. 
Qui te often the lord took an active part in the wmagezoont 
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of the affairs of his borough. This was especially t~te if he 
was resident in the tovm- as he often w,.-s. Thus he sat in the 
borou~h courts and often interfered in its workings and decisions, 
accounted for the fees due him from the borough, appointed of:ficers 
for the borough, unless he had granted the borough the right to 
in the 
elect its oW'n ot~"_ 'icers, and participated II mana::;ernent of the borough 
in I:lA.ny other wa~rs. 1 As a general rule, howev er, most of this 
work \lT8.S done by the eerl t s officials, since he spent most of his 
time in hunting or fighting. If the earl was not a resident of 
his borough, it was often governed from the local castle by the 
constable or governor of the castle. 2 The chief offici Fl af the 
lord, however, and the one who had most to do with the borough 
was the steward or bailiff'.3 In as Imlch as this off icial was 
acting for the lord d.irectly, his powers were very extensive. 
ror instance, at Leicester, he could pronounce sentence of death 
upon offenders for whom capi tal punishment was necessary. 4 We 
1 An idea of how powe)'ftH an earl was in his borough may be derived 
from the grants made by Simon de Montfort to his borough of Lei-
cester. J. Thompson in his English Municipal Hintory (P. 62) 
s ·l) e~.ks of this as .folloVTS, "With his concent the pastura.ge rights 
CQuld be exe:r-c i sen: by his authority burdens could be imposed, such 
as gavel-pennies and bridge s liver; by his fiat Jews and Jewesses 
could be expelled from the borough; and with his sole sanction 
the laws of .inheritance could be changed. ~o that within the 
walls of Leicester he WF S a petty sovereign. 
2 At Chester the constable was the chief castle official. Bateson's 
"Bor. customs", II, 166. This was true of Co ventry ~I lso. ibid. 164-
3 In some borou.shs this officer was called the Steward, in others the 
bailiff. It is the same off icial however. Also see Thompson, 
"Eng. Mun. Hiptory, 74. 
4 Tho~pson, "Eng. Mun. Hi s t.," 56 - 57. 
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" find ma~r records of the stewards presence and interfe~ence in the 
proceedings of the borough courts, such as getting a fine ~e~tted, 
or a decision set aside. Occasionally the records show a note of' 
hostility to this officer because of such interference or beoause 
he was a charge on the town scarcely less then the eRrl himself. l 
As a rule, however, the lord's officials and the burgesses were on 
good terms with one another. In fact, the burgesses generally 
sought the friendship of the stewart in order to get his aid in 
treating with the Earl. 2 
'We fin). thHt occasionally the lord let his borough at fee 
f'arn: • In such instances, the farmer of the borough h 8d the super-
vision, such as it was, of the burgesses. His chief' function, 
hO'!lever, 1'[ 2.S the collection of" fees due him from the t enants. In 
I 
case the borough WES farmed, the lords official had nothing to do 
wi th the burgesses. This was likewise true if the burgesses · !'armed. 
3 
the borough from their lord. 
The lord did not always have a regular steward or bailiff 
to oversee the borough affairs. In such cases the off icers elect-
ed by the burgesses acted. in a double capacity. They performed th e 
duties of borough officials and also those of the lord's steward. 
Thus we find instan~es of the lord's bailiff being also the mayor 
of the borou~h, or a borough jurat. It seems that the ef.rl simply 
1 Bateson, "Records of Leicester, I, 278. 
2 ibid, II, pp. XIX - XXVII 
3 ibid, II, pp. XIX - XXVII. 
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deputized the borouE;h of/ icial to act for him. For inst ;:nc: e, at 
Okehe.mpton occurs this clause: "all rents and amercements -
shall be paid to the lord by t he hand of the reeve. ,,1 At Leices-
ter the newly elected. mayor wp.s swo rn in the castle, and thus was 
to some extent the representative of the lord in the boro-lgh. A 
still bet t er example, however, is found at a later date. In 1375 
John of Gaunt, ordered that the two bailiffs chosen by the Mayor, 
burgesses, and community should have robes of his livery. "2 It 
is often diff icult to determine whether the bailiff mentioned in 
I 
the Leicester records was the lords appointee or was elected by 
the burgesses. In 1273 "The Earl's bailiffs" were ordered. to deal 
wi th debtors who allowed their nei ghbors to be distrained for thei r 
debts. 3 These b9.iliff's seeIn to have been o:fficials who h8.d. taken 
an oath to the eprl and were his servants, as they were really per-
4 forming the duties of the town offioial. Thero were reasons 
for the earl having the borough 01'fioials to aot as his offioers. 
In the first plaoe it brought him into closer contaot with the 
borough and its affairs. In the second. placo it was cheaper for him 
to do this, sinoe the steward was an expensive officer. 
The off' icial perso .nnel of baronial boroughs is extremoly 
hard to describe since it changed oontinually. Not all to roughs 
1 Batesor, "Laws of Breteuil", Eng. Bist. Rev. XVI, 92 - 110. 
2 Bateson. "Records of Leicester", I, PP. XXVI - XXVII. 
:5 ibid. I, 114. 
4 ibid. I, pp. XLIII- XLVII. 
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had like titles for like officials. Officers having similar 
titles in severl boroughs, rarely ever had exactly the same duties 
to perform. In some boroughs, one of'1'icial was called by several 
different titles. . Nevertheless, certain cornriwn features can be 
found in all these borou.ghs. Every baronial borough had its 
1 
chief official. In some he wps called the bailif~,2 in others 
3 4 the reeve, and in still others the prepositus • In Hereford, 
he was called the capitol bailiff.~ In one instance, howev er, 
6 King John issued writs to the "prepositi" of Hereford. At Lei-
cester, the chief officer was called the bailiff until about 1250, 
7 but King John once i s sued wri ts to the "preposi ti" of. Leicester. 
The t \; rms bailiff and prepositus, however, are usually interchange-
able and might easily refer to ·the same official. 8 At P:r:eston, 
the chief official vms called the reeve, the to!m bailiff being 
. . 9 
a~plied to one of the lesser officials. In the later period 
1 The chief official was usually termed the praepositus at the time 
of Domesday Book. Br; llard, "The Domesday Boroue;hs, 45 - 47. 
2 This wa G the case at Leicoste~, Hereford, Pevensey, Eye, WallinG -
ford. King John iSffiled writs to the bailiffs of all these towns 
exceut Leicester. See Ballard, "T~ o Borouzhs in the Reign of King 
John:" En~ . Hist. Rev. XIV, 93 - 104. 
3 This was the c ~o se at Egre~nont, Saltash, Lostwithiel, Okeh8.mpton, 
SFlford, stockport, Macclesfield, Preston Rnd Wallingf ord. At 
Bideford he '"'as C13.11ed the portreeve. 
4 Ballarr , " Bu!'ou.'~:hs in the Reign of King JOJ: :i", ;':;n~ . Hi:3t. Rev. XIV, 
93 - lQ4. Kine John issued writs to the "prepositi" of Chichester, 
HerAfcird, and Leicester. 
5 Dtmcumh "Hi st ory of Hereford", I, 317 - 338. 6 Of' Sec f"oot note 4. 
7 ibid. 
8 ibid. And also see Mere'wether and Stephens, on "Boroue;hs", I, 
358. After 1277 at Leicester the term bailiff' ousted the term 
preposi tus. 
9 Bateso:'1, "La.ws of Breteuil", Eng. }list. Rev. XV, 496 - 523. 
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covered by this work, the title mayor superceded many of the other 
ti tles. For instance, at Leicester the term bailiff W8S given 
up somet t me in the mi ddle of' the thirteenth c entury and the chief' 
1 
official was henceforth called the mF'Sor. The bailit'f' was f'rom 
this time one of' the lesser of':cicials at Leicestor. This SaIne thing 
occurred in Preston and in other baronial boroughs. 
2 
Some of the boroughs had two chief' of ficials. The r ecords 
of Leicester show that at times there WP.s one head of'ficial and at 
other times there were two. 3 At Hereford, the~e were several 
bailiffs. For instances, one record mentioned the "bailiff with 
his under-bailiffs going before him". Another record contained 
4 
this phrase, "Robert Dureward and his fellow bailifi 's". Kine 
John i s sued writs to the "prepositi" of' several baronial bOrOughs. 5 
"Prepositi" is plural and so there must have been more than the 
one official or the uingular "prepositus" would have been used. 
These off icials were generally elected by those of' the con:muni ty; 
that is, those who were in "scot and lot". Several charters TO-
quired the candidate for this ot'fice to be a burges ;':; in ":;;cot hnd lot" 
thus excludlng foreigners and those who did not cont ribute to the 
boroUE~h funds. 'rhe term of office was usually for one yea.r, but 
6 
they sOluet imes held. for longer periods. In some cFtses, the chief 
1 Thompson, "English Municip ;:: l Hi Btory", 55 and 56. 
2 Ballard, -"The Domesday Boroughs", 46. 
3 Bateson, "Records of Leicester", I, pp. XLIII- XLVII. 
4 Duncumb, "History of He-'~ cford", I, 330 - 331. 
5 See footnote 4, pa~e 72. 
6 B8t~son, "Recor~ s of Leicester", II, pp. XIX - XXVII. 
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oI ficial had to be presented to the lord and be a:J.Jproved by him. 
At Leicester, the mayor took his oath of offoice in the earl's oastle. 
The duties of the bHiliff or reeve differed in different 
boroughs. Nevertheless, there were certain functions which 
practically all of these officials had to Perform. The earl 
was supposed to care for the military operations within his demesne. 
Nevertheless~ there was constant danger to some of the boroughs in 
west ern England from the Welsh. We accordi ngly find that one of' 
the reeve's chief duties was the protection of the borough from at-
tack. There was no treasurer in the mediaeval boroughs so the 
reeve hAd various financial duties to perform. At He7'eford, he 
I 
was required to account at the end. of his term to the burgesses. 
The reeve was the chief official of the boro":tgh court which was 
generally called and presided over by him. There he heard all 
petitions f:r-om the burgesses and passed upon them, and levied all 
fines and penalties. He usually had the power to remit fines 
also. 
jail. 
In addition, the reeve was often keeper of the borough 
As time went on the power 'o\ of th8 chief borough oft'icial 
than 
inoreased. Thus the mayors exercised greater powers °A their pre-
decessors, the bailiffs and reeves. This was due mainly to the 
inoreased powers of' selt" goverrunent whioh 0 many boriJuJhs obtained. 
For instanoe, 1~rhen a borough obta1ned a grant of' "firma burgi" or 
1 Dunownb, "History of Hereford", I, 317 - 338. 
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the "11ber burgus ", the powers of the burgesses were usually great-
ly increased. In the thirteenth and f nurt centh centuries the 
Then 
mayor became the chief factor in borough government~ftit was that 
the t1ayor' s court" or the "Mayor I s sessions ~ beC811le :prominent in 
the judicial organization of the borough, as will be shown later. 
The borou~h government an d the Gild Merch8.nt l',rere also becomine 
identified in several baronial boroughs and the mayor was the chief 
ofcicer of both borough and gild. For example, the first rr~yor3 
1 of Leicester were also the chief off'icers of the g11d ... In the 
latter portion of the f011.rteenth century when t he borough govern.":Dnt 
tended to becoae a close corporation, the rna"or's powers increased 
the 
furth er and by the fiftoenth ~f;n+.ury- he ano,,"'jurats" were ruling 
2 
r:Jany English boroughs. 
Having completed the discussion of the her!. d of:t:"icial of the 
borou~h, 1 t remains to consider th.e lesser officials ~J1d their duties. 
The stew'?.rd, pretor, or bailiff wherever he was not a chief Ofl'icial,L 
ranked next to the reeve or mayor in importance. The stewards, 
pretors, and bailiffs Vlere practically the same off'icia Is, their 
t1 tles being in most c~.ses interohangeable and t heir duties sir;:1lar 
in character. At Preston, for inst13.nce, this official, altl1atgh 
generally called the pretor was occasionally called the bailiff or 
3 
the steward. An oath whioh the stewB.rt was required to t ' Jee at 
1 Thc:',pson, "English Municipal History", 54 - 56. 
2 ibid. 
3 BA.teson, "Laws of Breteuil", XV, 496 - 523. Miss B[1.teson trCl.l1S-
lates t~e :10 rd pretor 8S either bailiff or steward. 
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Hereford. illustrates the chief duties of this official. He had 
to swear (1) "to perform and defend the laws and customs of the 
ci t,,;" (2) "to conoeal and keep secrets and to premonish the baili1'f 
of all peril touching the city"; (2» "to give right judgement, and 
to do justice to ever one, rich or poor;" (4) "to counsel the bailiff 
in all things which need requires II (5) "and to att end all oourts and 
1 
the grand inquest twice a year if the bailiff required it." This 
scems to show ths.t the steward was an assistant to the hep,d offioial 
of the borough. After the appeRrance of the mayor at Leicester, 
in 1250, the bv.iliffs became lesser of:ficials and ' had a.bout the 
same general duties as the steward at Hereford. Thcy- tlle:!:'e being 
two of them- he.d a few additional priv lIeges, however, ~ They were 
responsible for"tr0nBge" and "cannemols", tolls 1!!hich went to the 
2 2) 
earl. and sometirres hrd to witness distraints. As has been stated 
before, the borough bailiffs at Leicester s eem to have been the of-
4 fiolals of the Earl. We have obtained but little evidenoe as 
to the terms of these of'ficials. At Leicester they held in many 
oases for ve~r long periods. 5 Nor is mention made of a stipend 
for them. In all oases they were eleoted by the borough oitizel'8. 
The ooron.lers were important officials in moat baronial boro- . 
ughs, although they are not even mentioned in the reoords of some 
1 Dunoumb, "Hist. of Hereford", I, 317 - 28. This is a copy of the 
Hereford Oustoms which were given to Rhuddlan. Hereford was royal 
at the time but these were its "anoient customs". 
2 Bateson's "Reoords of rJcicest·~:",,,, I, 207 - 12. "tronage"was 8. toll 
charged at Leicester; "oannemol" was a tax on vJine and beer. 
2) ibid. I, 225. 
4 ibid. I, 1)p. XLII - XLVII. 
5 ibid. 
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boroughs. The off'ice of' ooroner originated sometime duri ng the 
twelf'th oentury. The origin is usually attributed to the artioles 
of' the eyre of' 1194. , But ooroners existed bef'ore th1 s date. l A 
1 
ooroner existed at Coventry as early as 1181. In that yeaT 
King Henry II oonf'irmed a charter of Earl Ranulph _ whim granted 
a..';long other things thRt "they should elect one man f'rom anone tllem-
sel ves, skilled in the laws Hnd custo ros, to be judge over them. ,,2 
A special grant of the King was necessary for the exercise of this 
:; 
privilege. The number of these of']:"ioials varied from one to 
f'our. In the reign of K:i.r.g (John there were usually four, but 
later two seems to have been the usual number. 4 At Shrewsbury 
. 4 
the number was ohanged from four to two in King John·~:,eign. 'l'he 
tenure of ' Coroners' Beems to have varied. Sometimes they were 
elected for life or during good behavior. . At Shrewsbury in the 
reign of Richard II they were eleoted annUally,5 and were ohosen 
"per comr.mne concilium burgensium. ,,6 Any burgess was eligible 
7 ' 
to the of'fice of' coroner. The Coroner was in all oases a court of-
. ') 
f'icial. At Heref'ord a record states that "they and t heir ancestors 
were accustomed, in the presence of the. c.cron.e.t of the city, to hold 
, b 
f'our general 1nc!llisit10n~s"or courts a year. At ShrewsbuT}P the 
I Gross, "Select Coroners Rolls", Selden SOCiety Publications, Vol. 
9, p. XV of Introduction. 
~,.- 2 l4eremether and Stephens, "Boroughs", I, 338. 
3 See (I) p. XXII. 
4 ibid. p. XXII. 
5 ibid. p. XXIII. 
6 "Thru the contl1:~on c01:nse1 of the burgesses", Ballard. "Eng. Boro-
u~hs in the Reign of King John, "F.ng. Hist. Rev", XIV, 93 - 104. 
7 See ( 5). 
e lJtu:cumb, If Histor;' of Heref'ord", I, :341 - 42. 
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two coroners were appointed to keep the pleas of the crown in the 
borough, and to watch and see thet the "praepositi" did justice 
between the rich end the poor. In 1297 two coroners, who were 
leading burgesses, were named at Leicester, but by what authority 
1 
or by whom they were a}Jpointed does not appear. rrom the coroners 
rolls at Lejcester, we Wet e.n idea of their chief duty. Leicester 
w:;:. s divided. into four quarters or wards. The coroners made in-
quests in each of these by mem s of sworn men swrJ:1oned from each 0 f 
the four divisions. 2 This was an imitation of the practice fol-
lowed in the townships, the purpose being to insure a more impar-
tial verdict. 3 Quite often the coroner was associated with the 
boroueh's reeve, or bailiff in the hearing of criminal pleas and 
sometimes in the ao.m1nistrative work' of the borough. The coroner's 
inquests, however, were held with or without the chief civil officer. 
At Shrewsbury the coroners had charge of' the public works. 
Closely allied with the coroner was another group of officers, 
who aided the coroner in administering justice. This was the 
coroner's jury. Various forms of the inquest jury are found in 
the boroughs. At first the reeve and four men, composed tlle jury, 
4 just as in the hundred. But by the thirteenth century when the 
borough had become a hundred in itself, it was represented by a jury 
1 B~teson, Records of Leicester", I, 357. 
2 ib1d. pp. XLIII - XLVII. 
3 Gross, "Select Coroners Rolls", Selden Societies Publicationa, 
Vol. 9, pp. XXX and XXXI. 
4 Gross, "Select Coroner's Rolla", Selden Society Publications, 
Vol. 9 p. XXXI. 
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1 
of' twelve. In the borollgh the warel took the p18 ce of the tovm-
ship and the twelve were quite often selected f~om the four wards 
of the city, in order th~t the decisions rendered by the jury might 
2 be more impartial. Thus Leicester was divided into four wards 
I 
and the coroner sur.unoned his jury from all of these. These jurors 
. were sometimes cnlled lawmen, or iudices.. Chester hca.d its twelve 
4 
"in :I.ices" at the t inle of' Domesday. 
The borough clerk is mentioned in sever81 baronial boroughs. 
The statement is made in a grant of the Hereford Laws to the borough 
of RhuC.dlan, thr.t "the bailiff, with the steward, coroner, and 
5 
clerk shall ordain another more general inquest." In several 
other places he is mentioned in connection with the borrugh court. 
Eviclently, he was connected with the b'l-".siness oj:' the bo!'ough court. 
At Leicester his name often appea:r:d fit the end of charters and other 
borough documents. The feos paid the clerk appear frequently on 
6 the borough records. Thus we would conclude th2t the clerk had 
duties sinulp,r to tho se of fl. clerk todey. He was the record-keeper 
of' the borough. 
At Leicester after the leFse of the farm of the Lorough in 
1376, two new officers "'ere apPointed who "relieved the Mayor in 
I Mai t1f'.r:1, "The Ocr.sti tutioT1al History o:f Englpnd", 52 8.nd 53. 
2 GroRD, "select C )roners Rolls", Selden Society Publicat.ions, 
Vol. 9, p. XXXI. 
3 Bato30n, "Records or' Leicester", I, pp. XLIII - XLVII. 
4 }l8.i tl:mn, "Dol:~esday Book and Beyond", 211. 
5 Duncumb, "Hip.t. of' Hereford", 317 - 328. 
6 Bateson, "Reoords of Leicester", I, pp. XLIII - XLVII. 
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great measure of the business of account." These were the 
d:namberla1ns and were chosen yearly. Such officers had been pre-
viously appointed at various times to assist the ~ayor in caring 
for the bor011ghs financial affairs but these had been temporary 
officials. The chamberlains duties were as follows: to repair the 
town~B property, such as pavements, bridges, and public buildings; 
to defray the expenses for buildings f!'oI:l the town treasury; to 
account for all rents bequeathed to the borough and for the Kings 
1 
taxes-; and to pay the borough officials. His duties were, there-
fore, somewhat similar to those of a modern borough treasurer. 
In concluding the account of borough officials, we will brief-
ly menti on another group of off'icials frequently mentioned in the 
records of those baronial boro'.J.ghs in which the Gild Merchant took 
so prominent a part in th0 boroughs governmental affairs. These 
were the · ~ ure.ts. There were usually twenty four of these, all 
2 Qf whom were elected by the Gild Merchant. The ear11est . ment10n 
at Lancaster 
made of them is in the first gild roll of 1196. . From this roll 
A 
we learn that they were bound under a heavier penalty than other 
gildsmen to come to all the surrmonses of the aldermen "to adv1se 
the town and to serve the alderman in town bus1ness lt • 3 There-
fore, in the beginning,.their chief functions were to advise the 
4 
alderman or m~yor and to const1tute his council. These officials 
1 
BateBon, "Records of Leicester", II, p. XXVII. 
2 ThorolJSOn, "English Municipal History", 55. 
3 See (1) I, 12 - 34. 
4 See (2) 55. 
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were generally elected in the twelfth and thirt Genth centuries. 
Mention of their election is mBde as late as 1328 at Preston. l 
The last election Rt Leicester, however, was in 1273. 2 After 
this time the jurats se8m to have become a close corporation as 
will be shown later in the chapter. 
Having completed the discussion of the executive ot'ficers 
of the borough and their powers, we naturally turn to the legisla-
tive funotions and powers of the burgesses. We find no speoifio 
grants of the pCWTer of legislation in any of the baronial borough 
oharters. Does this mean that the burgesses were to have no suoh 
legislative powers and that the earl would make the laws of the 
borough , rhis is a diffioult question to deal with. ot oourse 
the Charter itself legislated for the borough on a great many things. 
ror instanoe, it stated the penalties for various misdemeanors, 
and also stated oertain things which the borough could not do. 
Nevertheless, we find that the boroughs d1d oocasionally pass by-
laws or ordinanoes. Th1s was espeoially true of those boroughs 
in which the Gild Merchant praotically became the boroue;h govern-
ment in the thirteenth and fourteenth oenturie s. In such in-
stanoes, l egisl~'tion regulating the affairs of the Gild or daaling 
with the borough's commerce was possible and frequent. Legisla-
tion was not wholly confined to these subjects, however, espe ,~ially 
in the fourt eenth centunr • Occasionally an ordinance was passed 
1 Baines, "His tory of the Co"; mty Palatine of Lanoe.ster", 303 - 355. 
2 Bateson, "Reoords of Leioester", II, pp. XLIII - LXIII of Intd. 
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echoing or repe9,ting royal acts. For instRnce, the p~ice of bread 
and beer was often fixed by borough ordinances in accordance 'with 
1 It 
an assize that governed the '1Nhole realm. . The M;::yor, the Bailiff, 
and the ~ood people of Leicester~prohibited forestalling and 
nuisances; borbad men from ,-=soing through their streets in coats of 
mail, to the injury of the public peace; and regulated other local 
matters2. An ordinance issued at Leicester in 1352, Which con-
ce~ned both the lord pnd the borough was made "by the counsel of 
the lord on the one part, and the Mayor and good people of' the town 
on the other part. tt3 In case the burgesses had the ttfirma burgi" 
they had more legislative powers than 'when controlled directly by 
the lord. Several ordinances appeared at Leicester in 1379, three 
ye8.rs after the bur~esses had obtained the firma burgi, wh10h re- , 
4 
arranged the duties and changed the salaries of the borough officials. 
In no case, hQlJever, WES the legislative power of' the burgesses in 
baronial oorouzhs extensive since they became royal before borough 
le~isl p tion became frequent. The mediaeval bo~oughs had no dis-
tinct ~ leg1slative body. All legislating was done in 'he borough 
courts as wtll be shown in the succeeding pages. 
The last p..nd most important portion of the baronial borough 
government to be considered is the judicial organization. As has 
been said, there was no distinct legislative council in the borough. 
Thus the court- an assembly of all burgesses- was not only a judicial 
I Bateson, "Reoords of Leicester", II, 20 and pp. XXXIII 
2 ThOMpson, "History of Leicester", 105. 
3 Bateson, ItRec~ds of Leicester," II, XXXIII: XLIII. 
4 ibid. II, XXXIII - XLIII. 
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XLIII. 
organ, but in it the business of the borough goverrunent was 'Lrans-
In the thirteenth oentury, however, a commercial organiza-
tion began to g::-hdua11:r take over many of .the governmental funotions 
of several bAronial boroughs. This was the Gild l.ferohant. It 
did not take over the enforce~ent of oivil and oriminal law, 
however, which was left for a time to the old boroup,h oourts. In 
the latter P8.",t of the thirt eenth and the fore :part of the :four-
teenth century the identity of borough government and the Gild 
Me~ohant beoame complete in these borough. Aocording1y we find 
the older bo~ough courts losing most of their judioia1 ~~nctions to 
neVT courts, which became the chief factors in the later baronial 
borough govermnents. 
As was mentioned in Chapter III, one of the greatest privi-
leges whicl1 thA inhabitants of a baronial borough obtained froe 
their lord ''las the right of "sac and soke" or the rigllt to hold 
court. This did not mean, however, that the lord gave up all of 
his court rights in the borough. On the contrary, we find that in 
many cases he still continued his castle oourt- as it was/Senerally 
called. The lord could, if he chose, claim cognianze of 
actionsbroua;ht against such tenants fiG . held of him in chief. Ie 
seems to have frequently BUImnoned freemen into the oaBtle oourt 
although he had granted them a oourt of their own. Aocordingly~we 
find a few ols.uses in borough oharters '!Thioh forbade any s~loh aotion. 
For instanoe, a privilea;e at Coventry ran thus; "No constable of 
the earl shall draw the said burgesses into , the castle to plead in 
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any cause but they shall hav e tht~ir Portmanmote, wherein all plens 
to'..lch1ng the earl and thei:1 shall be treated. 1 At Leicester, 
after 1277, a tenant, if he could prove in the PortmanlI1Jte by 
the oaths of twelve "lawiul men" that justice had not been done him 
in the castle court, could a9peal his case to the Portmanmute. 2 
As a rule, however, the lord cared little where a case was tried, 
unless some of his rights were involved since he practioally 
always received the fines-and ~ees o~ all oourts held in the 
borough. These oourts were never entirely independent of the 
lord, ' who . generally had an ofioia! representative in the 
oourt. 
Eaoh baroniRl borough m d at lehst one court of i ts o~lfn. 
'Such court was usually oalled the Portmanmote, though it ~req'..lently 
-went by other names. At Leicester ~i t was sOl~times oftlled the 
:3 Partmnrnote and at other times the pontmoot. At Bolton it was 
designated as the '10 ha)mote"; at Sal~Qrd as the 'Laghemoto'; and 
. 4 
at stockport as the"le, Portmanmote." Chester had a o::eovrnmote 
5 6 
and portmote Court. At Hereford it was termed an Enqnest. 
In all cases, however, its duties were similar. It performed the 
same judioial dlties as the hundred court whioh was excluded from 
the boro'.lgh. A Chester record states that the courts mentioned 
1 
2 Bateson, Bateson, 
3 Bateson, 
4 Bateson, 
5 Omerod, 
6 DunctUnb, 
"Borough C11.stoms", II, 165. 
"Redords of Leicester ll , I, pp. XXIV - XXVII. 
"Records of LeiceBter~, 1)p. XXIV:;- XXVII. 
" En,CZ'. Hist. Rev. ," XVII, 285-6, I, 64;' 
. J "Histo!,~r 0:1:' C 1~ e;Jtt ~ rtt, I, 199 - ,228. 
"History or Heref~rd", I, 317 - 33R. 
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above in connection with Chester tried all criminals, excepting 
I traitors, and determined civil action. In an enu::lc!'8.t 1 on of the 
Hereford custol~ is found this clause; "The capital bailiff ought 
" and ma~r nold thera (e rand ErquJsta )when and as often as need shall 
require, upon bloodshed, contentions, and other facts against the 
peace and tranquility of the c1 ty. ,,2 It iaevidont therefor e 
that one of the PortmanIrK>te.'-s chief duties vle.s the enforcement of 
civil and criminal laVl. The other dut~r of this court w r~s -the 
governing of the borough.. This court or assembly ot" all burgeasea 
was always presided over by a borough official, usually the bailiff 
3 or mayor. In this assembly the borough office~s were elected. 4 
In the thirteenth and f01~teenth centuries, however, they were 
elected 1n the Gild Merchant wherever it had become identified with 
the borolle;h government. The burghal police centered in the 
borough court also. 
acted there. 5 
In short all government business was trans-
In some of the baronial boroughs the Portmote continued to 
be thd chief' judicial and governmental orlSan, even after the borrugh 
had become ro~'al in tel'ure. In others notably in Leioester, Chester 
and Preston. the Portmote lost its gove:mmental and many of' its 
judioial fUnotions. This was due to the gradual abson)tion of' 
I Ormerod~ " "History of Co~of Palatine and City Of Chester, I, 
2 Du~Currlb, ffHistory of Hereford", I, 317 - 328. In9 - 228. 
3 Pollock and Mai tl~nd, "Hi3t01"~.r of Eng. Law", I, 658. 
4 Gross, I, 64. 
5 ibid, I, 64. 
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govern .. "!lcntal functions by the Gild Merchant, which has been men-
tioned above. It was not until the fourt eenth century that this 
transfJI'mation which wi. II be discussed l ater, W?S cowplete. In 
this century arose a new court which may be called the child 
of the Portmanmote since it took. over I:12ny of the latter's duties. 
This wa::; t he "Mayors Sessions". It did not rob the parent 
court of all its functions, however, as the latter still perf o rIled 
the work of recording conve~r&nces, acted. a8 a ca.lrt for the recovery 
of small debts, &8 a court in which fr&nkpled.ges present of:t~enders, 
and as a court in which people, who had suffered SWRll injuries 
1 
obtained their remedy. All other duties were henceforth per-
formed by the Mayor's court. This court developed. out of and 
superceed3d the "Morning Speech", an assembly and court of the 
members of the Gild Merchant. 2 
Attendance upon the borough crurt W f'.. S . compulsor~r. The 
following clause in the Preston Custunal legislates on this Ques-
tion; "a burgess need not come to more than three portmoots a year, 
unless he is engaged in a plea, but if he does not come to every 
3 great portmoot he shall be runerced twelve pence." A still heavier 
penalty appears in a charter to Chester which stated that "if any 
one remained away from the hundred court on the d~ y on I'.'hi ch it Bat 
1 B&teHon, "Record.s of Leicester", II, pp. XLIII - XLIV. 
2 ror the Mayor's Session at Preston Boe Baines, "Histo~ of Lan- . 
caBhire", V, 303 - 355. 
3 Bateson, "Borour;h customs", II, 51. This Wfl.B in the 12th centur;. 
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witho"J.t clear excuse, he compounded for it with ten fflillings, 
bet,\ITeon the King and the Earl." I other borm ghs had simlar 
proYisior.~ • The nUl:lber of' terms held each year va!'ied greatly 
and depended mainly on the size of the borough and the amount of 
the litigation that took place. In Leioester in the fourteenth 
century the Po:rtmarunote was held weekly except at feast time. 2 It 
probably was not held so frequently in the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries. At Hereford four generctl enquests were held in the 
boro"J.gh between the feHst s of st. Michael and the feast of All 
Saints. Between Easte:- and the fee.st of Penticost four more were 
held outro. de the borough gates ' "at the utt~rmost bounds of the 
liberties". The bailiff cou.ld e'all them oftener if he so desired. 3 
Most of the larger boroughs, however, held their courts once a 
4 
week. 
There was anothp.r court Which was sometimes held in baronial 
boroughs, especially in those Which had extensive fair and l!larket 
ri ghts. This was the Fair Court or the Court of PiepouJ.er, as 
it was generally called. Quite often the lord retained this 
court for himself, but occasionally he granted it to the borough. 
If the former WFS true, the court was held before the lord's steward, 
if the latter, it was held before the mayor or bailiffs of the 
1 Cheyney, "Translations and Reprints", II, ~o. 1, 2 - 5. This 
was in 1087 at the time of Domesday Book. 
2 Bateson , "Records of Leicester", I, 24 - 27. 
3 DunclUnb, "History of Hereford", I, 317 - 328. 
4 Maitland, "Domesday Book and Beyond", 210. 
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bOroUgh. l The mayor of bailiff was often assisted by the borough 
2 
sergeents orbailiffs. The fair at Leioeste:!' was in oharge of the 
mayor and three stewards. 3 This c~urt was usually held ~~ring 
the time of a ma!"ket or flir, but Dootor Gross says that it "might 
be a seotion of the municipal jUdioature, with sessions from day to 
day, if necessary, even when there was no market or fair. ,,4 This 
court tried all oases which arose out of troubles at the fair or 
market, espeoially those in Which any stranger or wayfaring t~ader 
'\'las involved. 5 Doctor Gross states that "1 ts jurisdiction oomprised 
actions concerning debt, contract, and trespass, includlne breaches 
of the assire of bread and beer, for the puni sl1ment of whi ch every 
market or fair was requ1!'ed to have I judicialia '- nal!tely, a pillory 
and a' tUl!1)::'il. "6 
As has been mentioned above, the Gild McrchRnt became an 
impo::rtant factor in baronial bO:t'O~ lgi1 government. One writ er in 
fRct claims that in several borou..g;hs the Gild Merchant ''1':3..3 the 
boro'll~h govemm<mt. 7 Others hold that the Gild Merchant was or.Lly a 
8 trade ' organlzatioh and had nothing to do '71 thborough goverrunent. 
The best and most recent authorities, however, take a middle vie,,, 
th!it in the beginning, the tOJTn government and Gild Merchant were 
1 Gross, "select Cnses on the Law Merchant", I, p. XXII. 
2 11;id. I, p. XXII. 
3 Bateson, "Records of Leicester", II, 113 and 254. 
4 See (1) p. xx. 
5 ibid. p. XXIII. 
6 ibid. pp. XXIII and XXIV. 
7 See Thompson, "English Municipal History". 
8 See Merewether and Stephens on "Boroughs". 
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independent, but that in time, due to various causes, the t wo 
becn.me more or less identified in some tOYlnS, the gild a1'1'icers 
servinG also for the borough. We will not go into d ot ail and 
argue this question as it doe s not conc lJrn us so much as at her 
1 features of' the Gild Merchant, which will be discussed !):!..'csently. 
';:'he borough government existed, 01'" cO'~ l rse, befoJ:'e the Gild 
Merchant, the latter being one of' the great priYileges conferred 
11::·on the boronghs by their 2 lords. Primarily) . the Gild W8. S an 
association of mercnants. As time went on this association was 
given numerous privileges, such as freedom fl'om toll and the ri?,ht 
to prevent non-gildsmen from merchandizing in the borough. This, 
of course, made the Gild a popular organization, especiall~' after 
t:-ade h ad expanded and had become pro;"linent in En~lish borouehs-
'!lhi~h took place in the twelfth and thirteenth cent uries. 'Jh e at 1d 
gained a large membership, thel'efore, in some cases nearly all of 
the inhabit &nts of the borough. It had a definite organization 
by which it transacted it.s business. The memberA met toc;ether 
at ce:r-tain tilnes in what was usually called the "morghespec .1e" or 
morning SpeeCh".3 In this assembly, nevr members wore nduitted, 
members were punished tor misconduct, and gild regulations we::"e 
made. Officers for the G11d '7ere also elect ed , the chief ofYicer 
1 Dr. Gross in his "Gild Merchant", I., h::;s prov (m conclnsi vely that 
both Thompson's and Merewether and Stephens' views on this are 
erronous. M. Bateson in her "Records of Leicester", I and II LA:I\ll < 
E. R. A. Seligman in his "Mediaeval English Gilds" have t8.ken tho 
S8.~e view as Dr. Gross. 
2 See Chapter III, PP.64. 
3 Gross, "The Gild Merchant", I, 32. 
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being the alderman or master. In some instances there were 
several of these. Other subordinate officers, such as wardens or 
stewards, seneschals and clerks.were elected. l In Leicester, in 
the early part of thirt eenth century the chief of'ficer c;".me to be 
CRlled the mayor and advisory officers- twenty four in number- the 
j .lrats, . were chosen to aid the fn1yor in the Gilds business. 2 There-
fore, sime the Gild waG composed of the majority of' the inha-oi tants 
of a boro~gh, and had a definite organization similar to that of the 
borough government, it was only natural that it became an imPortant 
element in several English boroughs. 
There is another reason for the G1. ld 
Merchant becoming so prominent in borough s:r,overnment. As has 
been previo".lsly stated, the govermuent of the borough was more or 
less under the domination of the mesne lord. Naturall~r, therefore, 
the burgess turned to the Gild since it was an organization made 
more independent of the lord, and was essentially a burgess organi-
zation. The Gild .beo:amc,there:Bore, in the eyes of the burgesses, 
the most important immunity Which they possessed, "the only oivio 
oenter round which they could rally their farces in struggling 
with the - baron for an extension of their franohises, or in 
battling for any other cause."3 Accordingly, the Gild merclF. nt 
becfuile regarded by the burgesses as the real oivio body as early 
I E. R. A. Seligman, "Mediaeval Gilds of England", Publications 
of American Economic Assooiation, I - 113. 
2 Thorn})Gon, "En6lish Municipal History", 55 - 56. 
3 Gross, "The Gild Merchant", I, 90 - 91. 
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· 1 
as the thirteenth century. 
There remains another poss1ble explanation for the Gild's en~ 
ODOfl.chment on the borongh ,lSO"irern.'nent. The Gild Merchant had its 
own court. Punis:l.nent for the offenoes of Gild tcie;nbers was rarely 
ever severe in this court. "The worst threats were rarely ut : ered, 
and still more rarely enforceri .• ,,2 Furthermore, if' t 'lfO gildsmen 
81,1}'Ore thf"t an offfmding brother was innocent he was protected,3 
4 
'yhereas in the Po .':'tmoot lle ;'.ould need five oath helpers. In ad-
ditioa to all this the recovery of debts in the 'morn1ngspeech ' 
"!-TaB more easily accomplished than in the Portmoot. 4 It is evident, 
the~efo~e, that the Por~moot had a rival whic11 was bound in time 
to usurp most of the business of the regular borough oourt. 
The identl ty of Gild ~'1d b.orough gover!unent, which was the 
final stage in the transition of the Gild Merchant, seems to have 
been attnined earlier at Leicester than in any of the ba~on1al 
boroughs. The beginning of this mergtng may be notioed as earl}r 
as 1196 when several alderrne:l were bound, under a heavier penalty 
than other gildsmen, to "come to all the SUllllaonses of the alderman, 
to advise the J ~Q1.!Jn~ and to serve t,he alrIerma.n in I to'wn business. I" 
There V;0re twenty four of these aldermea and they were oallod jlrats. 5 
J 
The Gild took ov ·;' r more and more oi" the boro1J.ghs business until 
by 1250 'tho identity 01' Gild and borough government seems to have heen 
1 Gross, "T~e Gild Merchant", I, 90 - 91. 
2 BH'teson, "Records of Leicester", I, pp XXVII - XXXV of Intd., alt30 
Boe I, 60 - 116. 
3 1b1d. I, 72. 
4 ibid. I, ~p. XXVII - XXXV. 
5 Tho:~ryson, "Eng . Mun. History", 55. Also Bateson, "RecordH", I, 12-
35. 
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attp.ined. Up to this time the officers of the to~n end Gild 
differed. 1 In 1250, hO,Trever, the alderman or mayor of the Gild 
became tho · lrn:yor of Leicester and the identi ty2 in outward form at 
least was cO!:lplete. 'l'he Gild did not take over the gover=unent 
function qui te so soon in the other boro:J.8;:-ts. The foart ,; .:;nth 
century was the period of transition for most of these, this 
being complete in 1"11 ot" theL'l by the fiftee~lth century. 3 
In concluding the history of baroYiial boro::gh government we 
'.!Jill trace 'briefly t.he later histo:':'y of these governments, after 
the Gild 81 d. W VerrUYlent h8.d become completely identified. As will 
be learned from the finHl chapter of this v:rork, only a few baronial 
borou~s existed after the end of the thirteenth century. Le.ncaster 
and Leicester '.'Jere the mORt iInl)Ortent r 3urvivors t • As t.he Gild 
Merchant came very lRte in Lancuster- in 1337- the borough became 
4 
royal before the identity of gild and government was attained. At 
Leicester, however, this identity \'18.S attained in the thirt8enth 
century, P.s has been previously stated. In the latter portion 
of the fourteenth cent,t:~·~· we notice a new trend in the goverm:lent 
of Leicester. This was the movement to""ards a close oorporation. 
In 1196 twer.ty four jurats were cl'lo:jcn to advi~e the alderman con-
cerning "town business".5 The Records of' IJcicc~1:.er l:iention elec-
lGross, "The Gild Mercha:1t", I, 63,. Also see Thor.1pson, "Hi story 
of Leicester", 54, 405, 421, 60, and 68. 
2 ibid, 68. 
3GrOHS, "The Gild Merch2r.t", I, 159. 
41bid , 13, L~ncQster became Royal in 1399 &long with Leicester. 
5Bateson, "Records of Leicester", I, 60 - 116. 
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tions of these 3,lrats in the yearl:3 1225 and 1257 and 1258. The 
last election r.lentioncd was in 1273. rrom tIlis time till 1477 
nothing is hep..:rd of' the lnanner of' recrni ting this body of' twenty 
f'our r.len. The jurats scem to have served for long periods of' 
time, however. 1 This body had thus beco~ a close corpo~ation. 
In 1477, just seventy eight years af'ter Leicester hact cOr'- sed to 
be baronial, the mayor 1'!H8 appointeing the ' i:i J.rats, and tho n:~lyors 
were elected from and l>~r the jurat s , • Leicester bec~me royal before 
the close corporntion had entirely developed but the tendency towards 
I 2 this was clearly evident durjne the fourteenth century. 
The histo~! of the internal government of the baronial 
boroughs would be incb:np1ete without at least a brie!' fl. ,:count of 
the borough I s financial af!'airs. The borough I s income was d eri ved 
from two main sources, the tallage or geld, and the tolls. The 
right of taxation ViaS not often express1Y c-:ranted by the lord IS 
charters.:3 Nevertheless, we find man~' instances of the burgesses 
tallaging thp,mselves. Quite often, the borou~h would admit no 
person to R share in the borough governnent unless he were in "scmt 
and lot". For instance, at Arundel on 1:" the burgesues who were 
in "scot and lot" cO"tlld take part in the election of members to 
1 BatesGn~ "Record.s of Leic~ster", Il, Cpp ·XLIII - LXIII. 
2 At Preston the officer's of the gild in the f'ourteenth century seem 
to have exercised at some of the oes8ion8 the whole power of legis-
lating for the boroup;h co:":'porotion. Baines, "HistOl.·~r of county 
Palatine of Lancaster", ' 297 - 355. 
:3 Pollock Find Maitland, "L1.3tory of English Law", I, 662. 'nley 
state that "powers of taxation are not expressly conceded by the 
charters of this age." 
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parlia:ment,l and at Chichester, a burgess hr..d to pay 'scot and 
loti tn order to share the benefits of burgessh1.p.2 To be in 
"scot and lot" was simply to pay one's portion of the tallage or 
'geld' assessed on the 'iJorOUgh. 3 At Leicester, we find several 
instances of the burgesses tallag1ng themselves, especially after 
the merchant .gild hed become identified with the borough eovernment. 
For instance, in 1262 the walls and gates of Leicester were repair-
4 
ed "at the cOI!llmlnity's expense". The tolls were iwpo~t~nt · as 
a source of revenue- · to the borough. At Leicestcr in 1278 the 
5 co~nity paid tolls to the keepers of the borough gates. Other 
boroughs likewise charged toll at the city gates. A more profit-
able toll was received by royal patent from the King. This Vifl.S 
The lord obtained such a brant :from the Kir,g. 
For instance, the earl of Leicester, in 1286, received from the 
k~ne a five year's "murage and pavage tt • 6 This nn.trage and pavage 
was a toll which the burgesses were allowed to take from peddlers 
or merchants coming to town with their wares. The profits of these 
tolls were spent on the walls and streets of the borough. Occasion-
ally, Rn additional toll, called pontage, ,',ras granted the borough. 
This was for the purpose of repairing the bridges around Leicester. 
Until 1330, Leicester had to bear the total expense of bridge 
1 Merewether and stephens on "Boroughs", I, 98. 
a ibid. I, 93. 
~ Gross, "rhe Gild Merchant", I, 59. Footnote 3 p. 
BatQsOn, "Reoords of Leioester", I, 98. 
5 ibid, I, 179. 
6 ibid. I, pp XXXV - XXXVIII. 
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1 building and repair. In that year, havever, the earl obtained 
a pontage p~ ~ ent from the King. 2 Those boronghs in whioh the 
Gild Merchant became identified with the government had an a6dition-
al source of' revenue. The profits of' the Gild c: ,)urt and the fees 
charged for entrance tot he Gild vrent into the borm gh treasuTY. 
3 The earl did not get the profits of the Gild court. 
The expenditure of the burgesses in baronial boroughs f'or 
self govern.'Uent ~.',"as never large. The of:':'1cials often never re-
ceived a salary and when they did it was with one exce}Jtion a 
meager one inde(. d. The Parliamentary representatives were a source 
of :Jonsiderable exyense a s they were paid a salary and their exPenses. 
Mast of the expenditure in the borough was f'or public improvements. 
r~he cOInI:!llni t~, often owned public property, such as a town or gild 
hall which had t o be kept in repair. The borou~h walls and streets 
also necessitated considerable expense. 
Although the eX:!J8nd1ture for strictly governmental purposes 
was never exceedingly large, the total expense of the buresses, in-
cluding the sums taken by the lord and King in taxes, was very 
great. COmIJlaints against exce3sive taxation we~o frequent, these 
beginning imned1ately after the Conquest. For instance, such 
compla i nts arose at Shrewsbury becauGe fifty one houses hl:l.d. been 
demolished to make room for the lord's castle and the geld which 
1 
2 Bateson, "Recor(i :> of Leicester", I,pp .XXXV - XXXVIII. 
Thompson, "HL~tory of Leicester", 86 - 88. 
3 Bateson, "Records of Leicester", I, p XXVII. -
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1 
they hac.. formerly paid had not be <::;n · diminished • . In the thirteen-
th and :f.\mrt1entll centurieB ta.xes were high, but the bu.rge ises often 
received privileges which offset these hig}.1 taxes. For inst ance, 
in 1271 Lester was requi~ed to contribute one t wentieth of her 
2 
movables to the King. After a period of exoessi ve taxation the 
King usullily granted the borough the ri~ht of "murage and pat,rage" 
for a definite number of years, and the burgesses thereby made back 
3 
14UCh that thl..'Y ba d spent. The lord of the borough, hO'.vever, 
\vas the greatest source of expendi tu..re. Most of the baronial 
boroughs were in w.)stern England near Wales, and \'.re!'e open to at-
f:r:-o:u 
tanks ,. the Welsh. This was a constant cause of expenditure, 
sinoe the borcugh often had to furnjsh soldiers to the earl and 
4 had to defray their expenses. Then t he lord tallaged his borcugh 
quite often for various puryoses. The lord was an additional ex-
pense to the bo!"ough beoauHe of;-his presenoe or the presence of 
his officers in the borcugh. This was due to the custom of grant-
ing gifts to the lord, his lady, or his officials. The records 
are full of p C'tYIacnts made to these officials. The Mayoral ac-
oounts of Leicest er !"ecord numerous gifts to the King ~nd his suit 
and to the earl: and his suit. At Leicester, v~}Bnever s. new' 
earl succeeded as lord of the borouO;h, it was the oocasion 01' 
1 Dukes, "Antiquities of Shropshire", I, 36 - 41. 
2 Thompson, "H1~) tory ot' Leioester", 86 - 88. 
B Bat;eson, "Records of Lei'oester", II, pp XXXIII - XLIII. 
4 ibid. II, pp XXVII - XXXIII. 
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enormous charges. For instance, when Henry, stYled Earl of Derby, 
beCfulle Earl of Leicester in 1337 and returned from Gascony, where 
he had been fighting, to take sesin, it was an expensive affair, 
costing twenty four pounds, six shillings, amd seiren pence, money 
times 1 
being worth at le8.st fiftee::1 as nmch then 8.S now. 
" 
The following 
is an expenBe a~count of Leicest er in 1318 and illustrates the 
several sources of expenditure. 
(1) "payments for the }c,]ep of several men "r110 ''lere in atten-
dance on the steward- for their bread, beer, "Tine, and meat, 
( 2) fo!' a horse given to the steward, 
(3) for gifts sent to the earl, 
(4) for a salmon sent to Lady de Holland, 
( 5) t'or bre8.d and wine sent to Sir Henry of Leicester, 
(6) for expenses of the king's martial, 
( 7) allow'ance to the parliamentary burgesses, 
(8) remuneration to messefl~ers going to the e;::l.rl wit h mes8a~es, 
(9) salaries of the to't'm serjeant and clerk, 
Total ex:?ense was thirty one pounds, eleven shillings, and 
five pence. This exceeded the borough receipts by four shillings 
2 
and eleven pence." The earl's ort'icials vlere often banqueted 
in the borru eh and thus caused additional expenso. 
1 
Bateson, "Records of Leices~er", II, PP XIX - XXVII. 
2 Thompson, "History of Leicester", 102. 
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In concluding this ohapter, a brief summary will be given. 
We have aeen in the first plaoe, that the organization of the 
borm.logh gove:- nrnent depended muoh upon the lord of the borough, and 
that he and his officials aften interfered in ·:. the affairs of the 
burgesses; second, that the borough govern:-rrent was ohanging ,con-
tinually, the burgesses having little power of self gov~nment 
inr.nediately after the conqu.est, but acquiring more and more power, 
until in some instanoes they became almost indep8ndent of their 
lord; third, that. practioally all baronial boroughs had at least 
one chief official and several minor off'icials, these ofr'icials 
being m.loh limited at first but finally gaining very extensive 
pO'\!fers as regards the governing of ,the borough; fourth, that the 
iegislative powers of the burgesses were rather limited except in 
oases where they had obtained the Hfirma burgi"; fifth, that the 
burgesses had their own court, to which they had to render servioe; 
sixth, that in some boroughs the Gild' Merohant Sl d the borough 
government beoame identified, this being due chiefly to the faot 
that the Gi1dMerohant was largely independent of' the borough lord 
and was regaTded by the bur·gesses A.S the real civic body; 8event~i 
that in those boroughs whioh re:nained boronial to the end of the 
fourteenth century, the tendency towards a closed oorporation is 
olearly discernible; ei ~hth, and lastly, that the burges ;cs of 
baronia.l bo!"oughs were heavily taxed b~r both the kings and earls, 
the latter bein~ especially a financial burden on the borough be-
OFmse of the nu."'Ilc!'ous pJ"13sents which were given him. 
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CHAPTER rIVE. 
Later Histor~r End Disappearance. 
In this fina.l chapter the later history of the baronial 
boroughs will be taken up. We cannot, however, take up the history 
i ( 
of e8.ch borough, as that would take too long, but we Qan t8.ke cer-
tain representative · boroughs and use them as illustrations of the 
-changes of status that frequently took place. The disappearance 
of' the baronial boroughs is, of course, the most lmportmt topic 
of the chapter. 
}lany of these boronghs bec'ame royal wi thin a half century 
after the Conquest. Others remained baroniEl until the end of 
the fonrteenth century. Practically all o:f them, however, became 
royal in tenure upon their disappearance as baronial boroughs. 
Only one inst ~·· nce has be n met with in 'shich a. baronial borough 
became ecclesiasticpl- in lordship. 
We will begin the later history of the bar onial bora.' ghs 
wi th a few brief accounts of those boroughs which disappeared soon 
after the conquest. Shrewsbury was one of the :first importFnt 
baronial borou~hs to permanently chflnge its lordship. Its first 
earl W'8S Roger de Montgomery f as h8s been indicated above. This 
Roger rebelled against William Rufus at the death of William I, 
but was finally v .. on over by William Rufus and became one of his chief 
supporters. The next Earl of Shrewsbury was Hugh de Montgomery, 
son of Roger. Hugh revolted against W1lliam. Rufus in favor of 
Duke Robert of Normandy, but managed to retain his dominions. 
The brother of Hugh, Robert de Belesme, succeeded at Hugh's death 
to the lordship of Shrewsbu~J after paying a large relief. He 
revolted against Henry I in 1127, but the revolt failed and he was 
banished and later attainted for treason. Upon this forfeiture, 
the King gave the whole earldom of Shrewsbury to his Queen for life. 
It remained royal from that time. These earls, especially the 
two latter VlCrc very cruel ~ nd the inhF.!.bi tants of th e borough of 
Shrewsbury suffered nmch during their lordship. The t m"n was bc-
seiged many times by the King's forces because of the revolts men-
1 
tioned· above. No charters or privileges were obtained fl'om these 
ee,rls. 
Hereford is a secor:d exaznple of an eflrly change in lordship. 
Willia.11\ ritzosbern, the first lord of Hereford wes succeeded fJY his 
son, Roger, surnamed "De Breteuil tf • 2 When. DOl~esday Book. was 
written, Hereford was a rOYRl borcugh, for Roger de Breteuil had 
lost his borough and lands upon the failure o:f his revolt in 1075, 
and the borough had not beon regranted. 3 Just how long the borough 
rcr~ined in the King f shands, we have been una/)le to deter:nine. In 
the :r:-egin of Henry I, Walter, conatHble of En'~l::md, held the cHstle 
of Hereford for a tine. King Stephen granton "to Robert de Bella-
1 Dukes, "Antiquities of ::-~hropshire", 1 - 20. 
2 DltnC1m:b, "Hinton' and Antiqu1 t 1ea o:f t};t~ Connty of Hereford, I, :Uflo 
3 Bat( ": son, "Laws of Breteuil", Eng. Hist~ Hev. XV, 302 - 318. 
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monte, Earl of Leicest er, and to his heirs, on creating hiIr} ,Earl '0 f 
Hereford, the borough of Hereford, with the ' castle and the whole 
county of Hereford".l Soon aft~'lr, the oastle was sei3ed Md 
defended in favor of ecpress Maude by Willirua Talbot. During her 
success, she made Milo, son of constable Walter, mentioned above, 
Earl of Heref'ord and gave him the castle and T!lost of Hereford. 
stephen~ later took the town from Milo but Henry II resto!"ed it 
to Roger, the son of Milo- "to whom were granted ftt the same time, 
a third penny of revenue of pleHs of the m 010 county of Hereford. "2 
Roger revolted in 1174 and lost hiR possessions. Hereford thus 
became ro~·p..l in tenure a second time and remained royal f!'om that 
time on. 
We wi~l next take up the later history of Chester Which is 
especially important f'or two reasons. In the first place, it is 
~ri account of a baronial borough Which renmined baronial for 'over 
two centuries. 3 In the second place it illustrates the frequent 
changes in the character of the lordship that took 1Jl~ce in a few 
baronial boroughs which came into the possession of royal earls. 
Chester was taken in 1066 from the Saxon Earls and was bestowed upon 
a Nonuan Nobleman named Gherbod. This earl roturned to Wo~nandy 
1 Duncumb, "History of Hereford", I, 215. 
2 ibid. 
3 Chester ,remained permnently baronial fror!l the time of its founding 
in 1018 to 1237, then it crume into the possession of royal earls 
arLd was ba.ronial part of the time and the rest of the t 11::1e 1 t 
was rOYfll asw1ll be shown later. 
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in 1070 and never returned, being oaptllred by his enemies. l 
William gave the borou[".,h and Earldom of' Chester to Hugh de 
Auranges I surnamed Lupus, to hold of him "tll.'11 libere ad gladium 
slout ipse Rex tenebat Angliam ad oaranam".2 This HU7-h was one 
of the roOf>t impo:rtant l~ormal English earls, betng sword bear er of 
the King. The eHrldom 'TaS ereoted into n Pa.latine oount~· and 
Chester was the chief borough of the oo~).nty. Earl Hugh died in 
1101 and W2, S succeeded by Randle or Ranulph the First. He ,vas 
the nephew of Hugh Lupus and obtained the earl dOLl by a gre.nt from 
Henry I, after ~ying a large relief. He was lora of Chester until 
his death in 1128. He granted Chester its first chartor. Randle 
tho Second, surnHmed Gernouns, sucoeeded his father. He revolted 
against Stephen in favor 0:(:' Matilda and gained almo.st a tr!ird of 
England. He confirmed the charter of his father and inoreased 
Chester's privileges. 
war against the King. 
His son, Hugh, also car~ied on successfUl 
Randle, the Third, Hugh's son, succeeded 
in 1181 to the lordship of' Chester. ThiA ep.rl also granted. n 
confir~r; tn.~ Chester 
charter to Chester confirmine tho former grants pndAin its Gild 
Merchant. He died in 1232 without is:~ue, his four sisters sha::r-ing 
his vast inheritance. Maud, who obtained the borough of Chester, 
married David, Earl of Huntingdon. Their son, Earl John, the Scot, 
who wes 1 .Jrd Chester fror.1 1232 to 1237, V/flS the last of the r~eular 
1 Ormerod, "History of the County Palatine and City of Chester", I, 
9 - 44. 
2 As free by the sword 8S the ]ring held England by his crown". 
stubbS, "English Const1 tntionr.ll La,,!", I, 392 - 4 • 
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baronial lords of Chester. He granted the boroue;h a cor.firme.t ion 
cherter and increased the privilegEs of the ' Gild Merchant. Henry 
III took the earldoM of Ghester into his own hp_nds in 12g7 81 d 
added it to the crown demesne. l 
In 12g7 began the lordship of the Royal earls at Chester. 
The earldom was given to the heir to the throne who was designated 
as the Prince of Wales Flnd }t~ nrl 01' Chester. In case the king had 
l~ Hons, the title of Earl of Chester was added to his titles. 
Thus Henry III gave Chester and the earldom to his son, Prince 
Edward, later Henry I. This Jrince VT8S 101'd 01' Chester for thirty 
five years before he beCflne King and then the borough bec::une Royal 
in t enure for eleven years as there VTRS 110 Prince on whom to con-
fer the title and borough. JIIrom thi s we aue tr_8 ~, Cheste!' becEIJ.:1e 
intermi ttentlr baronial a nd r()~ral. this all depending upon ''TID ther 
the lord was prince or king. Henry III granted four oharters of 
liberties to Chester. 11": 12g7 began the first mayors in the borough. 
When Pr1noe Edward became king, he oonf1rne d the charter of 
" Ra1sulph, Earl of Chester, and granted the borough "with the app~r-
tenances and ~ll liberties and freedoms, to the citizens of Chester 
and their heira to he holden of him and his heirs for ever, pay1ng 
yearly one hundred pounds." In other VTords, he gl"r,nted the borou~h 
to the bl1.rge i3scs in fee f arm. He also ~:,anted the borou;:;h tho 
electi on of' coroners, pIcas of' the crown, sac and soc, infangentllef 
1 Ot'lerod, "H: story of the County Palatine and City of Chester", 9 - 4' 
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and utfangenthef, freedo~ from toll and other privileges. Edward 
III confir!:l.ed the charters of the former earls and t ha t of Edward I 
and gr8.nted -t. he borough another charter. The Black Prince grant-
ed the fee fa!'!.1 of Chester to the E~irl of Armudel, for the terln 
of his life. Richard II by letters patent released to the citizens 
seventy three pCJluid3, O~'1e hund}:'ed ~mrl five shillings, eight pence 
of the fee fa.:-m and also granted ChoateI' fu!'ti18:r:- liberties. Henry, 
PJ~ince of Wales, Earl of ChcEtter and eldest son of' Henry IV ~onf'irm-
ed all the former charters and granted the town the pro:fi ts of 
ttI:lllr~~e and bridge tower". Henry VI, Edward IV and Henry VII 
each remitted some of the one hundred pounds fue :farI!l of the 'borough 
beCause 1 thad 10'3 r. it 8 imDortanco as 8. sea port and t!'ading place-
due t a the harbor becoming clogp;ed vri th sand. 1 
Only two of the great baronial borou;tl s remained such until 
the end of the fourteenth century. These were Leiccflter and La~-
oaster. 'rhe forr::er was divided among several lords soon after 
the ConQuest, as has been ShOYln above, Hugh de Grentmesnil beine 
the most important of these. Robert de Beaunont, count of Mulan, 
<) 
acquired the whole borough ill the I'eign of Henry I. I-J This earl 
was distinguishGd for his hatred of the llP.tive F:n ');lish. Neve'!'the-
less, he grant0d a charter to tho inh::.:n tants, by 'vhich he conferred 
:3 
upon them a Gild Merchant, and tlP.ny other privileges. marl Robert 
died in 1118 and waR ffilcceerled by his son, Pobert La BOSRor. This 
1 Ormerod, "History of' the Connty Palatine and Ci t7! or Cheste!''', I, 
9 - 44. 
2 Bateso~, "Records of Leicester", I, XIII and XIV. 
:3 Tholnpson, ttEengli3h MunicipAl History", :3R. 
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earl confirmed the borough in its privileges and grant ed sev ()ral 
other chart ors. One of these oontained a grant of Cowhay PasttrC e, 
I 
a meRdow near LOicester, to the burgesses", Robert Le BosRer 
was succeeded at his deRth in 1167 by Robert Blanchmains. This 
earl spent most of his time at Breteui1 in Uormandy, as he also 
O1'1ned that baronial borou~h.2 He granted the Leicester burgesses 
3 
a c11arter freeing them from pleading wi thout the tow'n. This 
earl revolted against Henry II, who besieged the town of Leicester 
and alQost destroyed it. Rogert was succeeded by Robert ritz-
parnel in 1190. rror:J. this earl the inhabitants obtHined a charter 
freeing them from several obnbxlous paymr:mts which ~ere the remnants 
of the old servile customs. 4 In Decmeber 1199 the ilthabitants of 
Leicester also petitioned King John and obtained tow oharters from 
him. rho f1rst of tj10se gave the c1 tizens free passage with goods 
and mo::":'chandise thro~!ghout En~land. ':: The second ordered that sales 
made and enrolled in the PDrtmaruIlote sh0ald be and remain stable 
and binding. 5 
Fitzparne1 WHS the last Norman earl to hold Leicester. He 
died 1n 1207 leaving no i ,sue, and the borough and earldom of 
Leicester went to Simon de Montfort, who had married Fitzparne1's 
sister, Alnicia. Thus begins the Montfort line of earls at Leices-
1 Bateson, flReoord of Leicester", I, 6. 
2 Thompson, "English Municipal Historyll, 44. 
3 ibid. 44, and Bateson, "Records of Leicester", I, 4. 
4 ibid., and 1b1~, I, 8. 
5 Thcmr,pson, "En,gli3h Municipal Hi Gtory", 47 - 48. 
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tel'. Simon de Montfort, the first earl, spent most of his time in 
France BO we find no charters granted by him to the borough. He 
was suoceeded in the earldom of Leicester ·in 1218 by his fourth son, 
1 
the famous Simon de Montfort. This great earl granted t he borough 
sevl;rRl charters, one of them freeing the burgesses from "gevel-
pennies", and "bridge silver,"2 another deba~ingthe Jews from 
Leioest~r, and another granting that the eldest instead of the 
youngest son should succeed to the~roperty of the parent. 3 The 
revolt of Simon de Montfort in 1265 is fami11ar to all students of 
English History. He was defeated at Evesham and forfeited his 
possessions to the King. 
4 
The latter gave them to his second son, 
Edrmmd. 
ThiR earl, called Edmund Crouchback, was the first revresen-
tative of the Lancastrian line of earls which ruled Leicest~!' for sev-
At the SRme time that Edmund received Leicester 
Hem:' III gA...,e hin the "honor, town and oastle of Derby, and the 
honour, to'gn and castle of Lancaster." 5 Derby h';d formerly belong-
ed to Robert de rerrers, who had forfeited his estates upon the 
defeat of the Baronial faotion at Evesham. Edmund Cro .... lchback oon-
fer"'ed no ohart ers on Leicester, but he did aid the burgesses in re-
I ThOIn9S0 n, "En,q:lish Munciipal History", 59. 
2 These were tolls charged in Leioester and Which ... !ent to the earl. 
3 The custom of the YOu.l1.geHt son inheri tine the f ,·thers pro~hn'+, y 
'!fas o::tlled IfBoroug~l En~lish". '1'he rule 0:1:"' Primogeniture replaced 
the custom of "Borough En,:;11sh", in this case. 
4 Thompson, "English Municiapl Hi9"tory", 65. 
5 E. Baines, "History of the County of Palatine and DuollY of Lan-
caster", V, 442 - 490. 
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forI:in~ the :proceed"..l:r'e of their Portmoot and this 'rendered valuable 
3d!'vioe to the town. 1 This earl died in 1299. His son, Thomas, 
suooeeded him. The latter opp-r9ssed the bO,rou~h with hea.vy tp',xation. 
Thomas became involved in a qlB,rrel with EdWard II which ended in 
war. As a result Leice~ter was forced to fUrnish soldiers for 
the earl, although this was in violation of the liberties of the 
borough. The borough w~s : , also dravm on for soldiers and noney by 
the kine 'whic.i. oau.sed still greater hardship. The E8.rl of Lancftster 
was defeated and oxeouted. in 1322. 2 Henry, b:!'oth',;:r'Hnd heir of' 
Thoms, got allot his brother's land,S, honors, : lordships and 
the earldoms of Leioesto!' and Lancaster. Thiu Henry was also 
oreated ERrl of Derby in 1337. 3 He die1 in 1345 and vrWJ suooeeded 
by 11io son Henry, vlho in 1352 was advanced to the title and dignity 
of Dt1ke of L;:moastel', because of his grept service to the crown. 3 
Duke Henr~r hfid no r.m.le iB:3ue 130 at his death, Leicester a.nd Lanoas-
t.0~ :fell to John of' Gaunt who Inn!'ried the Lady Blanche, the Duko's 
daughter. This nobleman was given the titles, Duke ox" Lanoaster 
and Earl of LeioeRt r. He Vlas the last resident earl of Leioester, 
RS h1s son beonme king as Henry IV. He granted the fee fa.rm of 
Leioester to the burgeHses in 1376 for the term of ten years. lIe 
died in 1399 and Leioester and Lancaster both became royal bol'ou~s 
1 'rhnnpAon, "En?;lish Mlmioipel History", 65 - 66. 
2 ibid. 72 - 73. 
3 Baine s , 1/ Hi st O1"'J of Lanoashire", V, 442 - 490. 
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on the del.1esne of Henry IV. Theroafte:r the burges~3es of Leicester 
were f'ree5 :for the most p8rt f'rom the presence of' the castle officials 
and, in 'this atLlosphere of' comparative f~eed.om, beca.uo very pros-
1 perous. 
An attel®t has been maoe in the preceeding paragraphs to 
give a b:rief account of several of the mo~e important baronial 
boroughs, vlhich disappeared in diff'erent ways and at different times, 
all of them, however, becoming royal at the t1zoo of their disappear-
ance. Not all of the baronial boroughs, howev8rj became roya.l in 
tenure. A fe"l of the Manorial boroghs also continued to exist 
after the f!)1l.:rteenth century. Lewes, for inst~;nce, wh1b.h W~:H;J 
founded by William de Warrene, Earl of Surrey, m.d was made the 
principal seat of his baTony, contUmed in his ramily until in the 
~eign of Henry III. When John, Earl of Warrune, forfeited his 
est "tes because of some misdemeanors, the borough was t.hen given 
to Peter de Savoy but was later restored to the heirs of John, 
Earl of War rene. It finally came through marriage into the poss-
ession of Edmund Fitzalan, Earl of Arnmdel. It TemAined in this 
family for several generations, but after-various chan~es of pro-
prietors, through attainders W1d new grm.ts, the lordship became 
di video e~rly in the fifteenth centur~r and has never since IJeen 
2 
united in one person. 
1 T11o~n:::)Son, "Englisll Municipal Hiatory", 77. 
2 Al}.en, "The History of the Counties of Surrey Rnd Susoex tt , 
543 - 561. 
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In conolusion, we will briefly discuss a borongh 'w'hich did 
not become royal at the tine of its disappeHrance. This was 
Covent'ry, which became fully l~onastio in 1249. As VIas lID ntioned 
in Chapter I, this boroueh was divided in lordship, one half belong-
ing to the Monastery and the other half to th0 Earl .. The earls 
part, held by Countess Godiva at the time of Domesday bOOkl beca.r.le 
aftervlards part of the vast possessions of the Earls of Chator. 2 
Several charters were granted Coventry by theRe earls. In 1163 
Earl Hugh pp.rticipated in a rebellion ngp.inst the King. The 01 ti::':e11s 
of Coventry having aided Hugh in this, lost their liberties, Ul)On 
a fine of twenty marks, however, they were restored in 1181. Dur-
ing this period the king confirmed a charter given to the burgessos 
. 3 by Earl Rauulph. 
The governnent of the hTO halves of Coventry was absolutely 
distinct. The men of the borough hp.d no part of the p!'i vileges 
, 
con:fer:-r:'ed by the ERrls on their burgef3ses ?nd the earls men could 
not participate tn the liberties of the Prior's bttrgessoa. The 
customs folloYled on one or.e sio.e o1~ the street differed frm:l those 
on the other side. This caused much tr()uble between the burgesses 
of Coventry.4 The trouble raged 80 v'arnlly OVer the boron,!'':ll's 
mprkets th:;~t Earl Hug!1 forbade his tenants "to medo.le ~'rith the Prior's 
2 Madox, "Firma Burgi", I, 14 and Miss Har:-r:'is, "Life in an Old 
En~li:;h Town", 31 - 32. 
1 Herewether Rnd Stephens, on "Boroughs", I, 255. 
3 ibid. 338. 
4 Miss Ha::'-::'ia' "Life in an Old English Town", 56. 
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1 Markets, " In l23~ the last earl of Chester being dea~ the 
borongh of Coventry descended to the De Montalts. In 1349, 
William of Brigl1twal ton, prior of st . ,Mar~;:' s con-.'ent, proposed to 
Roger de Montalt to purchase the Ep. rl's half of Coventry. Roger 
was just planning a crusade, and thus needed money, so he agreed 
to resign his portion to the Prior in ~eturn for an annual rent 
. 2 
of one hundred and eight pounds. Thus Coventry becaIlle wholly 
monastic in tenure. We must remark, hm'l"ever, in clOSing, that this 
did not put an end to the troubles betYleen the t,'!O parts of COVAnt ry. 
The earl's men ~nd the Prior were in continual conflict. . In 1327, 
the fO ~'mer gained an importan t alley in Isabella, widow of Ed'lfard 
II, who succeeded to the rents of the earl's part. Isabella 
practically usurped the Prior's rights over the earl's part and 
wi th the burgesscs of that portion of Coventry, gained a ,rictary 
over the Prior, whose rule cp.I!le to an end soon after thitJ in 1345. 
'l'he city was then incorpo~r~ted by charters ,became a royal boro'gh, 
and was responsible fer ::' i ts own fee farm to the King. 3 
This brief account of the English baronial boroughs has 
now been completed. In bringing t his thesis to a close, however, 
it DP.y be worth while to sum up in as few words as pos~ib1e, the 
main conclusions reached. In the first place, ~ " e have shown that 
1 Dugdale's ·warwiskshire", I, 519; also J.(1~s Harris, "Life in an 
2 
Old English Town", 59 - 60. 
lliss Ha~ris, "Life 1n an Old English 'l'own", 62 - 63; and Dugdale, 
"Wa~,v1clcshire" , I, 162. 3 Miss HaT':':'is, "Life in an Old English Town", 70, 73 arid 74. 
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the origins of' the baronial boroughs difI'ered lruch, being due, f'or 
the most part, to accidental reasons, namely, the lfonnan Conquest, 
and the necedsity of protection from the invasions of' the Welsh. 
In the second chapter we have shown that a process of borough coloni-
zation and affiliation went on among the baronial boroughs, the 
latter be1ng in part, at least, due to the former, the whole pro-
cess, however, be1ng a natural development. In tha til 1r d ohaptEr 
the :t:'el~_tions of' the lord and k1ng and of the lord and his burgesses 
have been ~ointed out. It has been shown th~' t the !)owers p03sess-
ed by the lo:t:'d VTere obtained from the K1ng and that the burgesses 
1n turn obtained their r1ghts and pr1vileges from tho lord or the 
borough. In the fou:-'th chapter, the government of' the baronial 
I 
borough has been desoribed. We have shown th: at in the b eg1nning 
the bu:t:'gesses of baronial borrughs had few 11o',~rel"s of' self-govcrrumnt, 
but that the mesne lords oonferred more and core pO'l'Ters upon the 
burge8se0 unt1l, in many instances the burgesses were largely inde-
~endent of the borough lord. The identity of the Gild Merohant 
and the borough government, and the tendem l~ of' the government to':'" 
wards a close oorpo~ation havealso been described. III t'he r1f'th, 
and f'1MI ohapter we have -il1ustratt)d in a general ,.ay the later 
history of the baronial boroughs, i The :obanges ' in. -lordship, the 
charters which the lords granted the burgesses and the disappear-
ance of' these boroughs have been g1ven espooial '3.ttention~ "1is 
ooncludes the aooount of the English baronial boroughs. 
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APPENDIXES. 
I. A List of Baronial Boroughs. 
Name 
ArUndel 
AXemd.nster 
Berkhampstead (Great) 
Bideford 
Bolton 
Bradnich 
Burford 
Candebek 
Cherleton 
Chester 
Chesterfield 
Chiohester 
Chipping Cambden 
Chipping Sodbury 
Ohrikeston 
Clytton Dertmouth 
congleton 
coventry 
Olass 
2 
3 
2 
3 
4 
4 
2 
T 
? 
1 
3 
2 
2 
4 
? 
T 
4 
1 
~irst Lord of whom we have 
definite knowledge. 
Roger de Montgomery. 
William Briwerre. 
Robert, Earl of Moreton. 
Richard de Grenville. 
William de Ferrers. 
Reginald, son of Henry I. 
Osbern Fitz Riohard. 
Alexander de Candebek. 
Gerard de Canville. 
Hugh Lupus. 
William Br1~erre. 
Earl Roger de Montgomery. 
Ralph, Earl of Chester. 
William lei Gras. 
Iwe~n de Chrikeston. 
Nicholas de Teukesbury. 
Henry de Lacy, Earl of Linooln. 
Earl Leofrie and Countess 
Godiva. 
/ 
Danecaster 
Derby 
Dunster 
Egremont 
Ellecumbe 
Ellesmere 
Flint 
l"rodsham 
Gainsborough 
Hardenesse 
Hlereford 
Higham J'errers 
Knutsi'ord 
Lanoaster 
Leeds 
Leek 
Leicester 
Lewes 
Lose 
Lostw1 t~'l.1el 
Appendixes (continued). 
" 
3 
4 
2 
? 
3 
4 
4 
4 
? 
2 
4 
2 
2 
4 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Robert Fassard. 
William de J'errars. 
Reginald de MOR,un. 
William de Meschines. 
William de Ivr1. 
Joan- daughter of John I. 
Robert of Ruddlan. 
Ralph de Blundev1lle. 
John Talbot. 
Nicholas de Teukesbury. 
W1lliam Fi t 'zosber'Jl-. 
William de Ferrers, Earl 
of Derby. 
Willigm FitzNigel held 1t 
under Hugh Lupus of Chester. 
Roger de Po1tou. 
Maurice de Gaunt. 
Ralph de Blundeville. 
Hugh de Grentmeen11,. 
W1lliam de' Warren, Earl of 
Surrey. 
William de Lose. 
Robert de Cardegan, hel~ it 
for the Earl of Cornwall. 
'L 
Appendixes (continued). 
Ludlow (Castle) 
llacclesf'ield 
Waldon 
llanchester 
Hewborough (Isle of' '. Wight) 
Newborough (later oalled 
Agardsley) 
Petersf'ield 
Pevensey 
Pontef'raot 
Preston 
Rhi:ddla-n 
Ruyton 
Salf'ord 
Shewsbury 
singleton 
snoiton 
stockport 
stokes 
Totnes 
4 
4 
, 
2 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
1 
4 
4 
4 
2 
1 
, 
4 
, 
2 
Roger de Lacy held f'or 
William Fitzosbern. 
Ralph de Blundeville. 
Robert ritz Richard. 
Albert de Gresley. 
Baldwin de Redvers and 
Isabella de rortibus. 
Henry de rerrers. 
William, Earl of' Gl'QUGester. 
Earl Robert, of' Moretain. 
Hdldebert de Lacy. 
Roger of' pc~tcu. 
Hugh of' Chester and Robert 
of' RhudcUan ... 
Edmund, Earl of' Arundel. 
Ralph de Blundeville. 
Roger de Montgomery. 
Earl Roger. 
William Br1veltre. 
Robert de stookport. 
William Br1verre. 
Ju~l de Totnes. 
Tutbury 
Ulverston 
Uttoxete~ 
~rallingford 
Warwick 
warton 
Appendixes (continued) 
4 
4 
4 
2 
, 
4 
Henry de Ferrers or Earl 
Hugh of Chester. 
Gilbert rit~ Reinfred. 
Henry de rerrers. 
Wigod, William of Poitiers. 
William, Earl of Warwick. 
Walter de Lindsay. 
This is not neoessarily a complete list of baronial 
boroughs. It is as oomplete as was possible w1th the lim1ted 
fac1lit1es at hand. Some of the smaller boroughs belonging to 
this olass have probably escaped attention. It is hoped, how-
ever, that none of the more important b~ronial boroughs have be~n 
overlooked. This list does not include the Irish or Welch 
baronial boroughs. 
jI: II. A Chart of the Yother Towns of Baronial Boroughs. 
( Bedford. 
( ( Chester. 
( 
(Lanoaster. 
( 
( Preston. 
( 
l( Shrewsbury 
London ( 
( Oswestry. 
( 
( Ruyton. 
( 
( 
( Exeterl 
( 
( Bradnioh. 
( 
( Totnes. 
( ( I (Grimsby (Pontefraot (Leeds. (Northampton ( . 
( (Lanoaster. 
«Chesterfield. 
(Linoolnl (coventry (Nottinghaml ( . 
I Bristol 
( Redoliff 
~ Lanoaster : 
( 2 (Cardigan · 
( (Chester 
~ Dublin3 
( 
( Cork3 
( 
( waterford3 
( 
~ Rathooole3 
~Kilmeaden3 
~ Limeriok3 
( GalWay3 
(Derby. 
( Kilkenny3 
I This ohart is worked out from Gro~bk 'Affiliation of Mediaeval 
English Boroughs' in the "Gild Merchant-, Vol I. pp 254-57 and 
M. Batesol'ls "Laws of Breteuil w• Eng.H1st. Rev.J Vola XV & XVI. 
lThese borO~ghs were never baEonial in tenure, but were mother 
towns. In Wales. In Ireland. 
1 
In Ireland. 
2 In Wales. 
( Preston. 
( 
~Bideford , 
( Burford ( . 
( Hereford 
( 
(Lancaster 
( 
(Ludlow 
( 
(Hetherwere 
( 
~ Redcliff 
Breteui1 (Rhuddlan 
( 
~Clipping Sodbury 
~ Ruyton 
(Shrewsbury 
( 1 ( Drokedale ! Dungarvfl1l1 
(Ellesmerel 
( ~ Kellsl 
( Triml 
( Flint 
( . 2 2 
( Newborough (Cardigan 
Rhuddlan ( 
( overton 
( 
(Denbigh2 
1 
2 
In Wales 
( Burford 
~ Den1:l1 eh 1 
( 
(Netherwere 
( 
Hereford { Rhuddlan 
~welOhPooll 
~Card1:ffl (Neathl 
( 
(Carmarthenl (Card1ganl 
OXford2 (BurforrJ 
(Petersf1eld 
( 
W1nChester2 (Wallingford. 
Non-baronial boroughs. 
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